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ABSTRACT 

 
 

Total ionizing dose (TID) radiation effects modeling and simulation on digital, analog 

and mixed signal systems remains a significant bottle neck in the development of 

radiation-hardened electronics. Unverified modeling techniques, problems with scaling, 

and the very high computational cost with today’s commercial simulation tools are 

among the primary hindrances to the timely hardened IC design, particularly to the design 

in commercially available processes. SPICE-based methods have been used for total dose 

radiation degradation simulations. While SPICE is effective in predicting the circuit 

behavior under circumstances when the electrical parameters, such as transistor threshold 

voltages, stay constant during operation, it’s not effective predicting aging behavior with 

gradual change with time in the performance parameters. Behavioral modeling language, 

such as VHDL-AMS is needed to effectively capture the time-dependent degradation in 

these parameters in response to environmental stresses, such as total ionizing dose 

radiation. 

 

This dissertation describes a method for accurate and rapid TID effect simulation of 

complex mixed-signal circuits such as analog to digital converters (ADC). The method 

uses a hierarchical structure where small sub-circuits, such as voltage comparators, 

references, etc. are simulated using SPICE.  These SPICE simulations of small circuits 

for multiple radiation doses are used to tune behavioral VHDL-AMS models for the sub-

circuits. The created behavioral models therefore contain the electrical circuit behavior 
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combined with the radiation response. The entire combined system is then simulated 

using VHDL-AMS. 

 

In a simulation experiment that was used to validate the speed and accuracy of the new 

method, a commercial 8-bit sub-ranging analog to digital converter netlist containing 

more than 2000 MOS transistors was simulated with TID models using a contemporary 

SPICE-based method and the new method. The new method shortened the simulation 

time by three orders of magnitude, while accuracy remained within reasonable limits 

compared to the SPICE-based method. Moreover, the automated procedures for circuit 

node bias monitoring, TID model replacement and result collection that are included in 

the simulation code of the new method decreased the “hands-on” engineering work 

significantly. Results from an experiment where the new TID effect simulation method 

was used as a hardness assurance test procedure for integrated circuits designed to be 

operated in radiation-harsh environments are also included in this dissertation.  
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1 RADIATION ENVIRONMENTS 

 

 

This chapter gives an introduction to most typical ionizing radiation environments in 

which electronic circuits are operated.  

 

1.1. The space radiation environment 

 

 

Some effects caused by the space radiation environment have always been familiar to the 

human kind. Northern lights (aurora borealis) are formed by energetic charged particles 

(mostly electrons) accelerating along the magnetic field lines into the upper atmosphere, 

where they collide with gas atoms causing the gas atoms to emit photons.  

 

Later, once the telescope was invented the turning of comet tail regions away from sun 

was recorded. This phenomenon is due to the push effect caused by solar wind. 

 

The first actual encounters with charged particles around Earth were recorded by the first 

artificial satellites in the late 1950’s. Since then it has become obvious that the space 

radiation environment is an important medium causing severe degradation to electronics 

on board space missions and biological hazards during manned space flights. In the 

following paragraphs a brief introduction to the characteristics of the space radiation 

environment is given.  
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The space radiation environment in the vicinity of Earth consists of three different 

radiation components: trapped particles in the Van Allen belts (protons and electrons), 

solar particles (protons, electrons and ions) and galactic cosmic rays (high energy ions 

and protons). These are illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1-1:  Space radiation environment. 

 

 

1.1.1 Van Allen Belts 

 

The radiation belts around earth were named after James Van Allen who had an 

important role in finding them as a result of the EXPLORER 1 mission in 1958 [Ba97]. 

Energetic charged particles, mainly protons and electrons, trapped in these belts cause a 

severe radiation threat to electronics and humans on-board space missions.  
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Trapped protons can have energies ranging from tens of keV to hundreds of MeV. Peak 

flux intensities are reported to reach 1E5 p
+
/(cm

2
-sec) for particles with energies higher 

than 30MeV [Bo07]. Trapped protons have a major contribution to radiation degradation 

effects on satellite electronics, i.e. to the accumulated total ionizing dose (TID), 

displacement damage (DD) and single event effects (SEE). Protons have very low linear 

energy transfer (LET) values and are not able to cause SEEs directly. Protons induce SEE 

by generating high LET secondary particles, which can propagate to different directions 

in the material. These effects are explained in the next chapter of this dissertation. 

 

There is a fairly high concentration of low-energy plasma electrons in the radiation belts, 

which cause surface charging problems on spacecraft surface materials. Higher energy 

electrons can penetrate into the spaceraft, collect in dielectrics and cause system 

anomalies by a mechanism called deep dielectric discharging [Fr96]. Higher energy 

electrons can also contribute to TID effects. The trapped electrons are a concern for 

higher altitude orbits, e.g. geostationary orbit (GEO, altitude 36 00 km), with more 

intense electron populations. Electrons have very low LET compared to protons and 

heavy ions and are not known to cause SEEs. For TID effects mitigation purposes, 

shielding is very effective in attenuating electrons. With 5mm of aluminum shielding the 

electron fluence drops four orders of magnitude [Ba97]. Figure 2 shows the efficiency 

aluminum shielding on decreasing the total accumulated dose on board a satellite on a 

low earth orbit (LEO, altitude 100 – 2000 km). 
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Figure 1-2:  Effect of Aluminum shielding to radiation dose [Co06]. 
                                                      

 

Modeling of the trapped radiation environment is often performed with NASA’s 

empirical AP-8 and AE-8 particle flux maps for protons and electrons, respectively. 

These maps are based on data collected from over 40 satellite missions [Ve91].  These 

models are known to have many problems, e.g. the on-going drift of the magnetic field or 

the variations of proton fluxes with solar cycles are not included. In spite of these 

problems these models still remain as an important reference for the space industry 

[Da96]. 

 

Trapped particle regions also contain “space plasma”. This plasma is formed by low-

energy (<0.1MeV) protons and electrons with flux levels up to 1E12 cm
2
/sec. Outside the 

radiation belts the plasma is related to the “solar wind”. Because of it’s low energy, the 
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plasma is easily stopped by surface and shielding materials and doesn’t usually reach the 

electronics. It can, however, cause space craft surface charging [Fr96], [Ho93].  

      

1.1.2 Galactic cosmic rays 

 

Galactic cosmic rays (GCR) are high energy particles that are believed to be remnants of 

supernova explosions. GCRs consist of 87% protons, 12% alpha particles and 1% of 

heavier ions. All the known elements up through uranium (Z = 92) from the Periodic 

Table are found in GCRs, but elements after iron (Z = 26) are not very common.  The 

flux is generally 1-10 cm
-2

s
-1

 on orbits where geomagnetic attenuation is not significant 

and varies with the solar cycle [Bo07]. GCRs can be very energetic, up to thousands of 

GeV per nucleus. Their energy spectrum peaks at 0.3-1GeV/amu. The spectral peak is 

generally about an order of magnitude lower for the maximum solar activity period than 

for the minimum activity period. Earth’s magnetic fields provide significant protection 

against GCRs, but a satellite on a low earth polar orbit (inclination 55-100
o
) is impacted 

by CGRs when crossing the polar areas which have lower geo-magnetic attenuation.  Due 

to their low fluxes, GCRs have a negligible contribution to the total ionizing dose, or 

displacement damage dose accumulated in the satellite electronics, but they are known to 

cause single-event effects.  Heavy ions induce SEEs primarily by depositing charge by 

direct ionization along their path in material. Linear Energy Transfer (LET) is the 

measurement quantity for the amount of ionization caused by a particle in a material. The 

units of LET are MeV-cm
2
/(gm).  
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1.1.3 Solar particles 

 

There are two different types of solar events that cause high energy particle injection to 

space: solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CME). Solar flares are local bursts of 

energy which last for hours and are rich in electrons. CME are large eruptions of plasma, 

which generate particle accelerating shock waves. CME are proton rich and last for days. 

CMEs consist of 96.4% protons, 3.5% alpha particles and 0.1% of heavier ions [Bo07]. 

The heavy ion part contains all the naturally occurring elements up through uranium from 

the Periodic Table. Solar particles can cause TID effects, displacement damage and 

various single-event related effects.  

 

Solar cycles typically last about 11 years. The solar maximum period usually lasts 7 years 

and the minimum 4 years. Probabilistic models have to be used for cumulative fluence 

calculations since solar events can occur suddenly and without obvious warning. For 

example, one anomalously large event in August 1972 dominated the cumulative fluence 

for the whole 11 year cycle [Bo07].  
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Figure 1-3:  This figure illustrates: South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), Earth’s “tilted” 

magnetic dipole axis and "polar horns". 
 

 

Even in the vicinity of earth, the nature of the space radiation environment varies 

considerably between different regions in space. For example, satellites on low earth 

orbits are almost solely affected by protons and electrons when the satellite passes 

through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) region, since that is the only region where 

the trapped belts reach altitudes as low as 300km from the surface of the earth. The SAA 

is located above Brazil, Argentina and the Southern Atlantic Ocean and is generally said 

to exist due to the fact that the inclined dipole axis of the Earth is displaced in the 

direction of the northwest Pacific by 500 km. However, any satellite on a low Earth  
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polar orbit will face four different radiation threats: trapped particles in the Van Allen 

belts (protons and electrons), electron impacts at the “polar horn” regions where the 

magnetic field lines point towards Earth and the electrons (unlike protons at this altitude) 

can penetrate to low altitudes, solar particles (protons, electrons and ions) and galactic 

cosmic rays (high energy ions and protons). The polar areas of the Earth are not protected 

by its magnetosphere, so any satellite that passes through these areas are bombarded by 

solar and intergalactic particles. These different regions are illustrated in Figure 1-3. 

 

As mentioned previously, a satellite on higher orbits around Earth will face a radiation 

threat due to denser trapped electron populations which does not exist on lower orbits. A 

spacecraft beyond Earth’s Van Allen Belts does not have trapped particle related 

problems but is still threatened by solar particles and GCRs. Other planets in the solar 

system also have trapped radiation belts around them. The radiation environment around 

Jupiter, for example, is considerably harsher than the one around Earth, due to the giant 

planet’s large magnetic field.  

 

 

1.2 Atmospheric radiation environment 

 

 

The atmospheric radiation environment combines the environments at sea-level and at 

aviation altitudes. Earth’s atmosphere shields out most of the primary cosmic rays but 

secondary neutrons, which are by products of interaction of very energetic cosmic ray 

particles with the atmosphere, can cause a significant radiation hazard at aircraft altitudes. 
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These particle fluxes are at a maximum at 60,000 feet, diminished by a factor of three at 

30,000 feet and diminished again by a factor of 300 at sea-level [Dy05]. Large solar 

particle events can significantly increase the radiation at aviation altitudes. For example, 

the second largest ever recorded event at ground-level on January 2005 might have raised 

the atmospheric radiation fluxes by several hundredfold at aviation altitudes at high 

southern latitudes [Dy05]. 

 

The particle fluxes at sea-level are not nearly as high as in space or at aircraft flight 

altitudes. Still, these small neutron fluxes have become a serious concern for modern 

electronics with down-scaled capacitances and operation voltages [La93, Co99, Do02]. 

Flip-chip packaging, increased metallization layers and the presence of boron-rich 

compounds can enhance the soft error rates further [Do03, Ba01]. 

 

1.3 Medical radiation environment 

 

This sub-section follows the information given in [Wik08]. Ionizing radiation has been 

used in the field of medicine as a part of medical imaging and cancer treatment since the 

discovery of the X-rays in 1895.  

 

In radiology, x-ray machines or other radiation devices are used to obtain visual 

information as a part of a medical imaging system. The conventional x-ray based imaging 

is called projection radiography. The projected x-rays pass through less dense matter (fat, 
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muscle, healthy tissue) but get absorbed or scattered by denser materials (bones and 

tumors). In nuclear medicine imaging the patient is injected with substances consisting of 

radioactive traces (e.g. Iodine-123). The image is formed by a gamma camera which 

records the radiation emitted by the tracer. Blood flow to the heart, the excretory function 

of the kidneys, etc. can be studied with this method.  

 

The use of ionization radiation as a part of cancer treatment is called radiation therapy, or 

radiotherapy. Most common cancer types can be treated with ionizing radiation in some 

way. The radiation can be delivered in the form of x-rays, protons, electrons, neutrons or 

ions. Radiation therapy works by damaging the DNA of the tumor cells. The DNA 

damage is caused by free radicals that are formed when water molecules in the tissue are 

ionized by the in-coming radiation. 

 

An important aspect of radiotherapy is the amount of dose delivered to a tumor. The 

physicians who determine the dose are called radiation oncologists. A typical dose for 

treatment of a solid epithelial tumor varies from 60 Gy to 80 Gy (6000 to 8000 rads), and 

this dose is typically delivered in fractions of 1.8 – 2.0 Gy per day.  

 

The application of medical radiation therapy started over 100 years ago when the German 

physicist Wilhelm Conrad Rontgen discovered the use of of X-rays for cancer treatment. 

Since then, radioactive elements, such as cobalt and cesium have been used as the 

radiation source. Nowadays, linear accelerators (LINAC) are commonly used as the 
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radiation source in medicine. These accelerators can have peak dose rates up to 10
4
 Gy/s 

[Ro06]. 

 

Semiconductor detectors are intensively used for accurate dose measurement (dosimetry) 

in the medical field. The operation of the MOSFET detector is based on the change of the 

transistor threshold voltage due to accumulated radiation-induced charge in the gate 

oxide [Bu96, Ro95, Ra97]. Diode dosimetry is based on the cumulative displacement 

damage in the silicon bulk region [Sh3, Ma02, Ju01].   

 

1.4 Military and strategic radiation environment 

 

Nuclear weapons radiation environment is a concern for electronics that need to operate 

in the vicinity of a nuclear detonation. Examples of these kinds of systems are military 

strategic weapon and communication systems. The radiation hazards caused to the 

electronics are total dose effects, single-event effects and transient dose-rate effects.  

 

Immediately after a nuclear detonation, 20-30% of the total emitted energy remains as 

kinetic energy of the weapon debris, which reach temperatures of tens of millions Kelvin. 

70-80% of the total energy is emitted as thermal electromagnetic radiation in a soft X-ray 

region with energies ranging from 100 eV to 100 keV [Ma89]. At sea-level altitudes 

these X-rays are absorbed by the atmosphere within a few feet from the explosion. At 
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higher altitudes with no atmospheric attenuation these x-rays can travel hundreds of miles 

and cause radiation effects on spacecraft electronics.  

 

A small percentage of the detonation energy is emitted as high energy gamma rays, 

neutrons, and beta and alpha particles. The gamma rays and neutrons are a serious 

concern to any electronic system, since they can travel long distances even at sea-level 

atmospheric pressures. The neutrons, although electrically neutral, contribute 

significantly to harmful radiation effects by producing different types of secondary 

ionizing radiation in electronic materials. They also create gamma rays as a product of 

interactions with atmospheric atoms.  

 

An example of the massive destructive power contained in a nuclear weapon detonation 

is the estimation that the biggest ever constructed and exploded hydrogen bomb, the Tsar 

Bomba (Emperor Bomb) detonated by the USSR in 1961 over the Arctic island of 

Novaya Zemlja emitted ten times the energy of all the explosives used in WWII 

combined [Ma89].  

 

Above-atmosphere nuclear detonations can cause a severe radiation threat to satellites 

orbiting the Earth. It has been approximated that a low-yield, 10-20 kt, (kt represents the 

energy of kilotons of TNT), high-altitude (125 – 300 km) nuclear explosion could disable 

all LEO satellites not specifically hardened against this threat [Pa01]. This disabilitation 

can occur due to the fact that the satellites on LEO orbits are generally just hardened 
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against the moderate radiation levels present at those altitudes. A high-altitude nuclear 

explosion can greatly enhance the naturally present radiation fluxes at inner parts of the 

Van Allen belts. The fluxes are increased first by prompt X-rays which will decay 

proportional to 1/R
2
, and thus can only damage a small fraction of the total LEO satellite 

fleet. The electrons emitted by unstable fission fragments, however, can get trapped in 

Van Allen belts and significantly increase the electron flux there for few years [Pa01]. 

 

It is assumed that the first commercial communication satellite TELSTAR and at least 

nine other satellites failed within few months after the exo-atmospheric nuclear testing 

accomplished by the USA and the USSR in 1962 [Ec07].  

 

1.5 Other Radiation environments 

 

1.5.1 Semiconductor fabrication radiation environment 

 

Semiconductors may encounter severe ionizing radiation during the fabrication process. 

Considerable ionizing dose may be deposited during different fabrication steps including 

[Ma89]: 

- E-beam lithography 

- X-ray lithography 

- Ion implantation 

- Ion beam etching 
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- Plasma processing 

 

1.5.2 Nuclear  energy production radiation environment 

 

The main forms of ionizing radiation in Nuclear reactor environments are neutrons and 

gamma rays. The electronics have to be hardened against high accumulated dose levels 

since designed-in operation lives are typically 40 years [Ch04]. Hardening has to be 

sufficient against a possible radioactive accident as well.  

 

1.5.3 “Consumer goods” processing radiation environment 

 

Different industries have a growing interest in introduction of radiation damage into 

materials for beneficial purposes. For biological purposes the formation of free radicals 

as a result of ionization can lead to the desired damage of harmful organisms. Listed 

examples of these type of practices include the radiation dose amount used for the 

purpose [La02]: 

- Sprout inhibition: ~20 krads 

- Insect disinfectation: ~50 krads 

- Ripening delay for agricultural products: ~100 krads 

- Bacteria control: ~300 krads 

- Sterilization, e.g. sterilization of medical products, such as injection needles: ~3 

Mrad 
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The United States Post Service has purchased eight e-beam radiation systems to fight 

against biological hazards. The 150kW linear accelerators provide 10 MeV electrons 

which penetrate up to 30 cm of paper [La02].  

 

1.5.4 High energy physics experiments radiation environment 

 

The ultra-sensitive detection circuits used in target areas of modern high energy particle 

accelerators, such as the Large Hadron Collider at CERN in Switzerland are under 

extremely hostile radiation conditions. Some parts of the electronic systems may have to 

be hardened against 10
8 

rads, a requirement that is higher than in any other field of 

radiation-hardened applications [Ch04].  

 

1.5.5 Radiation hardness testing environment 

 

Different types of radiation sources are used in radiation hardness assurance testing on 

electronic components [Ma89]: 

 

Radioisotope gamma sources, such as Co60 and Cs137 are very common in total dose 

testing. Both mentioned isotopes provide half-lives long enough for constant dose-rate 

testing over relatively long test periods. The emitted gamma rays also have energies (~1 

MeV) high enough to penetrate in the semiconductor material and provide uniform dose 

deposition for most test objects. 
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Flash x-ray generators are high voltage systems that provide short (120 – 150 ns) pulses 

of very high intensity bremsstrahlung (“braking radiation”) and X-ray radiation. They are 

typically used for transient dose-rate effect studies. 

 

Linear electron accelerators (LINACs) have high pulse repetition frequencies and are 

often used for radiation hardness testing where high through-put is required, such as in 

single event latch-up screening for space qualification.  

 

Low energy X-ray testers have tungsten L-line radiation sources which provides 10 keV 

radiation with achievable dose rates from 50 to 2*10
5
 rad/s.  
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2 INTRODUCTION TO RADIATION EFFECTS ON MOS               

DEVICES AND CIRCUITS 

 

This chapter gives an introduction to most common radiation effects found in MOS 

semiconductor devices, since these are the type of devices studied in this dissertation. 

Displacement damage effects, transient dose-rate effects and single-event effects (SEU) 

are briefly discussed and a more detailed introduction is given to total dose effects (TID). 

TID-induced oxide trapped charge formation and field oxide leakage paths are discussed 

in more depth, since they are physical mechanisms related to the modeling described in 

Chapter V. 

 

2.1 Displacement damage 

 

Displacement damage occurs when a high-energy radiation particle collides with an atom 

in the silicon bulk and displaces it into an interstitial state (Figure 2-1). Displacement of 

the atom will result if the energy transferred to the nucleus is  at least 21 eV for silicon 

[Xa94]. The radiation-induced displacement of the silicon bulk atom gives rise to specific 

energy levels in silicon band gap. These defect states or centers have an effect on 

electrical behavior of the device. Five different effects are illustrated in Figure 2-2 [Sr88]: 
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1) Thermal generation of electron-hole pairs (ehps) through a level near midgap. 

This process is important in device depletion regions and can cause increase in 

leakage current. 

2) Recombination of ehps  causes a decrease in minority carrier recombination 

lifetime, which can lead to gain degradation in bipolar transistors. 

3) Temporary trapping of carriers occurs typically at a shallow level. This process 

decreases charge transfer efficiency (CTE) in charge coupled devices CCDs. Due 

to this process, problems have existed in using CCD cameras on board of 

satellites exposed to protons trapped in Van Allen belts [Jo00].  

4) Compensation of donors or acceptors by radiation-induced centers causes 

decrease in majority carrier equilibrium concentration. This has an impact on in 

any device or circuit property that depends on carrier concentration, e.g. increase 

in collector resistance in a bipolar transistor. 

5) Defect or trap –assisted tunneling of carriers through a potential barrier can cause 

increased device currents in some cases, e.g increased reverse current in a pn-

junction diode. 

 

Displacement damage is not considered as a significant problem for majority carrier 

devices, such as MOSFETs [Ma89]. 
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Figure 2-1:  Displacement damage occurs when a high-energy radiation particle collides 

with an atom in the silicon bulk and displaces it into an interstitial state. 
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Figure 2-2:  Five mechanisms caused by displacement damage in 

semiconductor devices. 
     

 

 

2.2 Transient dose-rate effects (prompt dose) 

 

Short-time high-intensity radiation pulses, typically produced during a nuclear explosion, 

can cause transient dose-rate effects in MOS circuits. High photo-currents are generated 
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everywhere in the entire IC during a prompt dose event. Simultaneous photo-current 

collection everywhere in the chip causes significantly increased currents on power rails. 

These high currents cause voltage drops on conductors and a condition called rail span 

collapse may result. When this condition occurs, the whole circuit, or some parts of it, 

may not receive enough power supply voltage to operate correctly. Other failure 

mechanisms due to prompt dose transients are cell upset and dose-rate induced burnout 

effects including metallization failures and silicon junction failures [Mav89]. Figure 2-3 

shows local photocurrents produced by a prompt dose event in a CMOS inverter. 
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Figure 2-3:  Local photocurrents produced by a prompt dose event in a CMOS inverter. 

 

 

2.3 Single-event effects 

 

Single-event radiation effects occur when high-energy particles, such as protons, 

neutrons, alpha particles or heavy ions strike sensitive areas of electronic circuits. A 

particle strike on MOS transistor structure is shown in Figure 2-4. The sensitivity of 
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microelectronic circuits to SEEs has increased with smaller circuit node capacitances and 

operation voltages as a result of transistor scaling. The physical mechanism of SEE 

consists of three processes [Mu07]: 

 

1) Charge generation by the particle passing through the sensitive region and 

creating electron-hole pairs along its track. These ehps can be created by two 

processes: a) by direct ionization, when the incoming particle, such as heavy 

ion, directly interacts with the target material by inelastic collision, or b) by 

secondary particles created in nuclear reactions between the incoming 

radiation and the target material. Terrestrial neutrons, for example, create 

charge by the latter mechanism.  

2) Charge transport from the created e-h pair column to the adjacent device 

structure (e.g. pn-junction). Charge transport can occur by drift, if electric 

field is present, or by diffusion.  

3) Charge collection in the sensitive region of a device causing transient 

disturbances. Nodes connected to reverse biased pn-junctions are particularly 

sensitive to SEEs since the strong electric field in the depletion region collects 

charge very effectively.  
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Particle StrikeParticle Strike

  
Figure 2-4:  Single-event particle strike through MOS device   structure. 

 

Several types of SEEs have been recognized in MOS devices and circuits. Some of 

them are characterized as soft errors, such as the single event upset. Soft errors can be 

corrected by performing one or more operation steps containing normal functions of 

the device or IC. A single event particle hit can also lead to a hard error, such as 

SEGR, when irreversible damage is caused to the circuit.  Some of the most common 

types of SEE are: 

 

Single event upset (SEU): SEU occurs when a particle hit causes a circuit data 

storage unit, such as latch or memory cell, to change logic state.  

 

Single event transient (SET): SET is a current (or voltage) transient on a 

circuit node caused by a radiation particle strike. SET can occur in both 

digital and analog circuits. A SET that occurred at a CMOS voltage 

comparator output is shown in Figure 2-5. 
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Single event latch-up (SEL): SEL is an abnormally high current state of a 

circuit or device caused by a radiation particle strike. This state can lead to 

permanent damage if corrective measures (such as power cycling) are not 

taken in time. This state is common in MOS devices and is caused by turn-on 

of a parasitic bipolar device, present in the CMOS structure, shorting power to 

ground. SEL can occur in both digital and analog circuits.  

 

Single event gate rupture (SEGR): SEGR is a (partial) damage to the gate 

structure in a MOS device as a result of a high-energy particle strike.  

 

 

 
Figure 2-5:   Single event transient at a voltage comparator output.  The comparator is 

biased so that the output should remain at the positive supply rail (2.5 V).  The SE strike 

causes the comparator to switch to an incorrect state for 28 ns [Mi04]. 
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2.4 Total ionizing dose effects 

 

“Total dose effects on MOS devices” is a topic that is closely related to the work done in 

this dissertation. Section 2.4 gives an introduction to this topic. Sub-section 2.4.1 

discusses the interaction of radiation with solids and the generation of electron-hole pairs 

in the MOS oxides. Recombination process that occurs immediately after the generation 

of ehps is discussed in 2.4.2. Sub-section 2.4.3 gives an introduction to hole tunneling 

through the oxide and 2.4.4 to radiation-induced charge transport in SiO2. The 

mechanisms related to the formation of oxide trapped charge is discussed in 2.4.5 and 

interface traps are introduced in 2.4.6. Figure 2-6 illustrates these five steps related to the 

formation of total dose damage in MOS oxides. Finally, sub-section 2.4.7 describes the 

TID-induced leakage current path formation in field oxides and radiation-hardening-by-

design mitigation techniques for this problem. The leakage current is the prime interest in 

this section, since it is the main total dose effect in modern MOS devices and thus, the 

object of the modeling developed in this dissertation.    
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Figure 2-6:  Different physical processes related to the formation of TID damage in MOS 

structures [McLe87]. 

 

 

2.4.1  Generation of electron-hole pairs 

 

The interaction of ionizing radiation with solids produce electron-hole pairs (ehps) the 

amount of which is proportional to the energy transferred to the material [Ol84]. The 

incident particles in a solid lose energy primarily by Coulomb scattering, in which 

process the particle ejects outer shell electron from a “target” atom [Sc02]. The particle 

continues to create ehps as it passes through the solid.  

 

Photons also interact with solids producing ehps. They do that typically by Compton 

scattering, by first colliding with an atom in the solid and producing an energetic electron 
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and an ionized atom. The energetic electrons then interact with the solid as described 

above. Gamma rays from a Co60 source often used in TID testing create ehps by this 

process [La03].  

 

The energy loss per unit length (or the “ehp generation efficiency”) is expressed in terms 

of linear energy transfer (LET). LET is a function of particle mass and energy and the 

density of the target material. The units of LET are MeV-cm
2
/g.  

 

Total ionizing dose (TID) represents the total amount of energy deposited by an incident 

particle that results in ehp production in a solid. The SI unit of TID is the the gray (Gy), 1 

Gy = 1 J/kg. A more common unit used for TID is the rad (radiation absorbed dose, 1 rad 

= 0.01 Gy). One rad(material) is equal to 100 ergs of deposited ionizing energy per gram 

of the target material (1 rad = 100 erg/g = 6.24 * 10
13

  eV/g) [La03]. The quantity of 

ionizing dose that corresponds to 1 rad depends on the target material. Thus, careful 

distinction should be made between the units of rad(Si) and rad(SiO2). 

 

The energy needed to create an electron-hole pair (Eehp) in silicon is 17 eV [Sw94].  The 

electron hole pair density (Kg) for 1 rad deposited in SiO2 is determined by [La03]: 

 

3123
13

2 /10*4.8/27.2*
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/10*24.6
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1
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geV
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rad
K

ehp

g === ρ   (2.1) 

 Kg is sometimes called the energy dependent charge generation coefficient [Ma89].  
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2.4.2  Recombination  

 

Immediately after their generation a fraction of the ehps recombines. The time window 

for recombination is very short because electrons with high mobilities will transport to 

the gate electrode under a positive gate voltage very quickly. The mobility of electrons in 

SiO2 varies from 20 to 40 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
, depending on the temperature [Ma89]. However, at 

high fields the electron velocity saturates at 10
7
 cm/s [Ta98]. In a 100 nm oxide where 

electrons are moving at their saturation velocity, it will take 1 ps for all the electrons to be 

removed from the oxide and for the recombination to be complete.  Even with no gate 

voltage the built-in gate electric field will sweep the electrons from the oxide in few 

picoseconds at the most [Ma89]. 

 

The fraction of the holes that do not recombine is called the hole yield which is shown in 

Figure 2-7 for different sources of radiation [Ol99]. The hole yield is a function of 

particle type and energy and the applied electric field, as seen in Figure 2-7. 
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Figure 2-7:  Fractional hole yield in SiO2 for different types and energies of   

incident radiation [Ol99]. 

 

2.4.3  Transport of holes to the SiO2-Si interface 

 

The holes that do not recombine start traveling towards the SiO2-Si interface either by a 

mechanism called polaron hopping, or by multiple trapping [McLe76, Cu77, Ol99, 

Ol04]. As a hole moves through the oxide it causes a distortion of the local potential 

field. The Polaron is described as the combination of the hole and its strain field. Polaron 

hopping occurs between localized shallow trap states separated by an average distance of 

about 1nm. In multiple trapping the transport is mediated by traps and the holes move by 

normal band conduction between the trapping events. These two transport mechanisms 

are illustrated in Figure 2-8. The transport process has been studied extensively and it has 

been found to be highly dispersive in time, taking place over many decades of time 

following the radiation pulse [Ol99].  
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Figure 2-8:  Hole transport mechanism in SiO2: a) multiple trapping, b) polaron hopping 

[Ol99]. 
 

 

2.4.4  Tunneling 

 

One possibility is that when a hole arrives at the vicinity of the SiO2-Si interface it 

tunnels to the silicon and adds to the silicon substrate current. The maximum distance 

from the interface for which tunneling can occur is approximately 5 nm [La03]. 

 

2.4.5  Oxide-trapped charge 

 

Oxygen vacancies at the SiO2-Si interface can act as deep hole traps capturing holes 

arriving after the transport process. The hole capture cross section (hole capture 

efficiency) is very process and electric field dependent.  
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The captured hole in the vacancy forms an oxygen vacancy defect or an E’ center. The 

formation of the most common type of E’ center the '

1E  center (simple oxygen vacancy 

defect [Fe74]) is shown in Figure 2-9. A hole interacting with the strained Si –Si bond in 

an oxygen vacancy may break the bond and recombine with one of the bonding electrons. 

The resulting positively charged structure ( '

1E  center) is asymmetric: the positively 

charged silicon atom is relaxed back to the plane of its attached oxygen atoms, whereas 

the neutral silicon atom is abnormally stretched out of the plane of its oxygen atoms 

[Gr84].  There are other types of E’ centers but it has been argued that the '

1E  center, also 

known as the '

γE center, is the only type of E’ center that is associated with irradiation 

damage [Le84].  

 

    

Figure 2-9:  Formation of an E' center. 
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If an E’ center is located within 3 nm of the interface it can exchange charge with the 

adjacent silicon via electron tunneling on time scales of microseconds to seconds [Fl92, 

Fl96]. These types of E’ centers are called border traps or switching states.  

 

The amount of formed oxide trapped charge in an oxide can be calculated from [On34, 

On38, Ma89]: 

 

oxotygot tffKDN ****=∆ ,     (2.2) 

 

Where D is the total deposited dose, the factor Kg is defined in (2.1), fy is the hole yield 

and fot is the hole trapping efficiency.  The effect of Not on the nMOS transistor threshold 

voltage VT can determined from (2.2) as: 
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Where tox is the oxide thickness and εox is the dielectric constant of SiO2 and ε0 is the 

permittivity of free space. The effect of Not on VT is a negative shift in both nMOS and 

pMOS devices. Thus, for an nMOS transistor the threshold voltage is reduced, which 

leads to increased off-state and drive currents. For a pMOS transistor the negative shift 

means an increase in VT and thus, reduced drive and off-state currents. These effects are 

shown in Figure 2-10. 
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Figure 2-10:  The effect of oxide trapped charge on nMOS and pMOS transistor current - 

voltage characteristics. 
 

 

Observing (2.2) and (2.3) leads to a conclusion that the threshold voltage shift is 

proportional to the square of oxide thickness. This leads to another conclusion, namely 

that with the down-scaled modern gate oxides, the amount of ∆VT is drastically reduced. 

This has been verified by numerous experiments [La07]. The isolation field oxides in 

modern CMOS technologies are still relatively thick (300 – 450 nm) [Wo01]. Thus, the 

main problem related to TID with deep sub-micron processes is the field oxide inversion 

and the resulting leakage currents. This problem is discussed in a later section of this 

chapter. 
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2.4.5.1  Annealing of Not 

 

The annealing process of Not is dependent on time, temperature and electric field. Two 

annealing mechanisms are recognized [Ol99]: 

 

1) electron tunneling from the silicon substrate into the oxide where it neutralizes 

a hole, and 

2) trapped hole neutralization by thermal emission of electrons from the oxide 

valence band. 

 

The first mechanism is highly dependent on the oxidation process and the electric field 

conditions in the oxide and is the major contributor to the so-called long-term annealing 

of radiation damage in MOS devices [Cl78]. The second process is dependent on 

temperature and electric field and is used in deliberately performed and relatively rapid 

annealing of radiation damage at elevated temperatures [Ol99].  

 

2.4.6 Interface trapped charge 

 

The third process, in addition to tunneling and Not generation that can occur at the SiO2-

Si interface is the generation of interface states, Nit. It is assumed that dangling bonds at 

the interface act as carrier traps. The interface state generation process starts even before 

the holes arrive at the interface. During their transport, the holes generated by radiation 
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interact with the oxide lattice and release H
+
 ions (protons) [McLe80]. These released 

protons drift to the interface under positive bias, where they react and form dangling 

bonds, also known as Pb centers. It has been shown that near and above room 

temperatures most Pb centers are formed by protons [Sa89].  

 

Interface traps increase the sub-threshold swing of a MOS transistor. This is due to the 

effect of trapping and de-trapping which occurs when the device is swept from 

accumulation to inversion. Whether an interface trap is occupied or vacant depends on 

the nature of the trap (acceptor or donor), its location in the band gap, and the surface 

potential of the silicon. Nit build-up also causes VT-shifts and may increase off-state 

currents. Figure 2-11 shows the effect of Nit to the IDS – VGS characteristics of nMOS and 

pMOS transistors.  
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Figure 2-11:  Effect of interface trapped charge on nMOS and pMOS transistor current - 

voltage characteristics. 

 

 

 

2.4.7 Field oxide effects 

 

It was mentioned in the previous chapter that the radiation-induced VT-shift is 

proportional to the square of the oxide thickness and that the problem has diminished in 

modern CMOS technologies with gate oxide thicknesses in the few nanometer range. 

However, the isolation field oxides (FOX) in modern technologies are generally 100 – 

500 times thicker than the gate oxide and problems related to TID exist in these oxides. 

The main problem is increased off-state current caused by turn-on of leakage paths in the 

isolation oxides. However, recently it has been shown that even the FOX leakage current 
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problem is diminished with the smallest technologies, i.e. CMOS technologies with 

minimum feature sizes less than 130 nm [La07]. The problem still exists in the larger I/O 

transistors of these technologies [McLa07].  

 

The two types of isolation oxides commonly used in CMOS processes are the local 

oxidation of silicon (LOCOS) and the shallow trench isolation (STI), the latter of which 

is typically used in technologies at and below the 0.25 um node.  

 

Two possible leakage paths in STI oxides are shown in Figure 2-12. The path marked 1 

contributes to the intra-device source-to-drain off-state leakage. This leakage path is 

formed by the positive charge trapped at the Si-SiO2 interface along the sidewalls of the 

trench. The effect of this leakage for a minimum size nMOS transistor IDS – VGS curves 

in a 0.25 µm CMOS technology is seen in the data from TID testing in Figure 2-13. 

Severe off-state leakage is observed for 250 krad and higher TID values [La00]. These 

effects were seen in the nMOS devices. pMOS devices show very little response to 

radiation, as expected since their edges do not turn-on when positive charge is trapped 

[La00]. 
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  Figure 2-12:  Two leakage paths that are formed due to total ionizing dose in 

CMOS devices [after Sw07]. 
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Figure 2-13:  TID testing data obtained for minimum size nMOS transistors fabricated on 

a 0.25µm process [La00]. The units for the TID values in the box are rad(Si). 

 

 

Inter-device (or device-to-device) is the other type of leakage current caused by trapped 

charge in STI. The leakage path marked 2 in Figure 2.12 corresponds to the device-to-

well leakage current. This leakage path runs from a drain or source region of an nMOS 

transistor to an adjacent nWELL and is caused by trapped positive charge in the bottom 

of the STI trench. The formation of this leakage path is shown in Figure 2.14a. Figure 

2.14b represents the other form of inter device leakage, the device-to-device leakage. 

This leakage path is formed between a drain or source region of an nMOS device and a 
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similar region in another nearby nMOS device. Again, TID induced trapped positive 

charge in the bottom of the STI trench contributes to the formation of the leakage path.   

 

  a)     b) 

 

Figure 2-14:  Device-to-well and device-to-device inter-device leakage paths are 

illustrated in this picture [McLa07]. 
 

 

Results of an experiment where field-oxide transistors were created by placing a layer of 

poly-silicon on top of STI oxide between two n-diffusion regions is shown in Figure 2.15. 

This test structure was fabricated in the same CMOS process as the transistors used for 

the test illustrated in Figure 2.13, and then irradiated to different amounts of TID. The 

results in Figure 2.15 show large VT shifts for relatively small dose amounts. It was 

concluded after the experiment that these FOX transistors are total dose hard only up to 

~70 krads, while the actual nMOS transistors experiencing edge leakage are hard up to 
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150 – 200 krads [La00]. Thus, the inter device FOX transistor leakage can be considered 

the limiting case for radiation hardness for this 0.25 µm CMOS process. 

 

  

Figure 2-15:  TID test results for field-oxide transistors fabricate in a 0.25 µm CMOS 

process [La00]. The units for the TID values in the box are rad(Si). 

 

 

It has to be noted though that the turn-on of the inter device leakage path requires a 

biased conductor to be placed on top of the STI. This conductor plate works as the gate 

electrode providing positive bias in the oxide needed to increase the hole fractional yield 

and push the holes to the STI-silicon bulk interface. Thus, to a large extent this leakage 

problem can be avoided by proper layout practices [La03].  
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These parasitic leakage paths were concluded to have formed by positive charge trapped 

in oxide traps in the isolation oxides. The physics for these oxide traps is generally 

thought to be very similar to the gate oxide traps. The time scale of hole transport process 

through the oxide is increased because of decreased electric field and increased oxide 

thickness [Bo85]. Both annealing mechanisms, the tunnel anneal and the thermal anneal 

have been observed in experiments, but the thermal anneal process seems to come into 

play at lower temperatures in field oxides than in gate oxides [Ol99]. Characteristics for 

field oxide TID effects seem to be that there are vast variations in both initial response 

and annealing between different processes [Te89].  

 

A third type of TID induced leakage in addition to the ones described above, sub-

threshold leakage through the gate region of the active device, is also possible [Ol99].  

 

The build-up of interface traps after irradiation in field oxides is considered to be helpful 

since they make parasitic leakage paths harder to turn-on. The hydrogen ion transport 

through a field oxide,  that is considerably thicker than a gate oxide and has lower electric 

field, is so long that it has not been observed in laboratory experiments with typical time 

scales and test voltages. However, interface traps are found to exist after time periods as 

short as 10
-3

 s after a LINAC pulse. This interface trap formation process is different than 

the one discussed above, where the proton transport had an important role. This prompt 

process, possibly responsible for interface state build-up in field oxides, is associated 

with hole transport and trapping [Sa88, Bo88, Sc86]. 
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2.4.7.1 Hardening methods against TID leakage 

 

The FOX leakage can be mitigated by relatively simple radiation-hard-by-design  layout 

techniques.  

 

Until recently, specialized radiation hard processes were used to manufacture 

components that need to operate in harsh radiation environments. These radiation hard 

processes are typically three CMOS generations behind the state-of-the-art commercial 

processes [La03], which accounts for a significant decrease in speed and density of the 

micro-circuits. Radiation-hardness-by-design (RHBD) approaches offer the potential to 

utilize the most advanced commercial processes for radiation-hard applications.  

Figure 2-16 shows a standard transistor layout and a transistor with an enclosed drain 

layout used to eliminate the source to drain edge that it is in touch with an isolation oxide. 

This technique has been proven effective in reducing the leakage current problem 

significantly [La00]. The device-to-device leakage problem can be alleviated by 

surrounding every transistor with a p+ diffusion ring. This ring forms a channel stop by 

locally increasing the threshold voltage value of the oxide to a very high value [La07]. 

These type of guard rings also mitigate latch-up problems in CMOS structures [No04, 

La01].  
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Figure 2-16:  Normal transistor layout and an enclosed-drain layout used 

to mitigate the source-to-drain leakage problem. 
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3 INTRODUCTION TO MODELING WITH THE VHDL-AMS 

LANGUAGE 

 

This chapter discusses different aspects of modeling mixed-signal electronic circuits with 

VHDL-AMS. A brief introduction is also given to mixed-technology (often called multi-

physics) models.  In these types of models the interaction of different energy domains is 

described. An example of such a description is a model that combines electrical and 

thermal energy domains and their underlying physical mechanisms to provide 

information about the operating characteristics of an electrical circuit at different 

temperatures.  

 

3.1 Purpose of modeling  

 

Ashenden et al. give five motivations for computer assisted modeling of systems 

[Ash03]: 

 

1) Modeling can be used as an aid in specifying the system requirements at early 

stages of the design process. Used in this way an appropriate model can help a 

team of design engineers to get the right understanding of the requirements, which 

would be difficult by plain oral or written communication. 

2) The model can be used to document the complete system, i.e. to transfer the 

understanding of the system from the designers to the user. With strict time-to-

market constraints it is not possible for the design team to test the system against 
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every possible operating condition. If the designer provides a model the user can 

verify that the system operates correctly in any specific context.  

3) Modeling allows testing and verification through simulation during the design 

process. Also, when the system is manufactured and tested, the test data can be 

compared to simulation results to verify that the actual components operate 

correctly.  

4) Modeling can be used for formal verification of the correctness of a design. This 

involves an equivalency check between two models, e.g. a detailed “final” model 

is checked against a simpler model which is known to meet the specifications. 

5) Modeling allows automatic synthesis of circuits. Nowadays, a typical digital 

design process is based on synthesis. An automated synthesis for analog circuits is 

currently an emerging technology.  

 

These motivations describe the importance of modeling from a commercial perspective. 

Another set of motivations could be listed for the importance of modeling from a 

scientific perspective. Computer assisted modeling is an invaluable aid in any scientific 

problem solving. It is not humanly possible to deal with the complexity of modern-day 

scientific tasks in their entirety. 

 

 This dissertation deals with both views to modeling: the commercial and the scientific. 

The underlying motivation to the developed modeling concepts is the understanding of 

the mechanisms involved in total dose radiation effects on mixed-signal circuits. 
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However, the developed modeling programs are set in a way that they can be used as a 

part of a commercial design process, for the tasks 1) – 4) listed above.  

 

3.2 History of VHDL-AMS 

 

VHDL-AMS is a language that can be used to model digital, analog and mixed-signal 

electronic systems. It can also be used to describe any other physical systems, including 

mechanical, thermal, fluidic, etc. or mixed-technology (multi-physics) systems containing 

models from two or more energy domains.  

 

What does the abbreviation VHDL-AMS stand for? The letters come from VHSIC 

Hardware Description Language with Analog (Mixed-technology) and Mixed Signal 

extensions. VHSIC was a US government development program for Very High Speed 

Integrated Circuits initiated in 1980.  This program produced the digital hardware 

description language VHDL [Hus01]. The beginning of VHDL-AMS occurred when an 

established IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers) workgroup developed 

a set of design objectives for VHDL that supported analog and mixed-signal modeling. 

This draft Language Reference Manual was completed in 1997. The draft was refined 

and accepted as the IEEE Standard 1076.1: Definition of Analog and Mixed Signal 

Extensions to Standard VHDL in 1999 [IEE99]. 
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VHDL-AMS was developed to meet the need to simulate mixed-signal systems. Mixed 

signal systems are electronic systems that contain both digital and analog parts. The 

primary difference between digital and analog systems is their representation of values 

and behavior with respect to time. Digital systems process or store information quantized 

over time to discrete values, whereas analog systems process information that varies 

continuously over time.  In a mixed-signal system the analog and digital portions interact 

via analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters (ADCs and DACs). An example of 

a mixed signal system is an industrial process control system, with analog sensors, filters 

and actuators combined with a control computer that processes digital data.   

 

The above-mentioned data converters themselves are mixed-signal systems containing 

analog circuits, such as amplifiers and comparators, and different forms of digital logic. 

In this dissertation the addressed mixed-signal systems are data converter circuits, 

particularly ADCs.  

 

Languages that provide capability for mixed-signal and mixed-technology modeling are 

relatively new. The Saber simulator from Analogy, Inc. developed in 1986 was the first 

commercial simulator, which enabled a designer to create models that are not part of the 

simulation program [Man95]. A few years later, this development lead to the first analog 

hardware description language (AHDL), MAST (not an acronym), which also allowed 

mixed-signal simulation. Other early approaches to the integration of digital and analog 

modeling concepts were [Hus01]:  PSpice and Verilog A/MS by Cadence systems Inc. 
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and Eldo-FAS by Mentor Graphics Corp. These above-mentioned simulation tools (or 

modeling languages) rely on the acausal modeling concept. In acausal modeling the 

component and system behavior is modeled under consideration of conservation laws. 

The system behavior combined with the conservation laws are turned into linear and 

nonlinear algebraic and/or differential equations, which are then solved. The description 

of inputs and outputs of a system is not always explicit and the signal flow inside the 

system is bidirectional. This modeling concept is suitable to application domains, where 

very accurate modeling is required and conservation laws have to be enforced, such as 

analog electronics engineering. 

 

This acausal modeling concept is in contrast to causal modeling concept, used in 

languages such as Matlab/Simulink and Mathematica. In this modeling style the inputs 

and outputs are clearly identified and the signal-flow between them is unidirectional. The 

system is built in block-oriented form and in terms of known and un-known quantities, 

related by a given set of algebraic and/or differential equations. This modeling concept is 

appropriate in the conceptual phase of a system design, when the design space between 

different subsystems is explored. It is especially useful when the different subsystems 

come from different engineering disciplines such as, electrical, mechanical and computer 

engineering, etc. [Hus01].  

 

A few modeling languages, such as VHDL-AMS and Modelica do not only combine 

discrete event and continuous-time simulation, but also provide both causal and acausal 
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modeling concepts for different engineering principles, thus allowing modeling of 

heterogeneous systems. Modelica originates from modeling of general dynamic systems, 

while VHDL-AMS originates from computer engineering [Cla00, Hus01].   

 

3.3 Basic concepts of VHDL-AMS 

 

3.3.1 Technological domains and their associated quantities 

 

A specific VHDL-AMS technological domain (or energy domain) is defined when the 

user specifies three objects: nature, across and through. The domain quantities are 

defined in a package. The keyword nature just simply states the name of the physical 

domain it describes. The name is usually chosen to reflect the specific type of the 

physical domain i.e electrical, mechanical, thermal, etc. Keywords across and through 

define the branch quantities used in this nature. An across quantity determines the 

difference in potentials across a system branch and a through quantity determines flow in 

a branch. For electrical nature these quantities are voltage and current, respectively. The 

across and through quantities are also called effort and flow quantities. Figure 2 illustrates 

the package description used in VHDL-AMS to define the electrical domain.  
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                    Figure 3-1:  VHDL-AMS package which defines the nature electrical. 

 

Table I lists some domains that can be used in VHDL-AMS descriptions. It can be 

concluded from the table, that a VHDL-AMS user can describe an infinite amount of 

technological aspects and their mutual interactions. 

 

Table 3-1:  Some technological domains and their branch quantities in VHDL-AMS 

[Cha02]. 

DOMAIN ACROSS THROUGH 

Electrical Voltage (V) Current (A) 

Thermal Temperature (C) Power (W) 

Mechanical (lin.) Position (m) Force (N) 

Mechanical (rot.) Ang. Velocity (rad/s) Torque (N*m) 

Magnetical Magnetic Force (n*A) Flux (Wb) 

Hydraulical Pressure (Pa) Fluid flow (l/s) 

Financial Debt (Euro*month) Currency (Euro) 

Radiative Dose (rad) (photo)current (A) 

 

1   package elec is 

2   subtype voltage is real; 

3   subtype current is real; 

4   nature electrical is 

5   voltage across 

6   current through 

7   gnd reference; 

8   end elec; 
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One of the main enhancements needed to update the digital VHDL code to the AMS 

version was the re-structuring of the interface between different entities in a system. This 

was needed to properly model value- and time-continuous behavior and to be able to 

obey any conversation laws present in different physical domains, e.g. Kirchoff’s laws in 

the electrical domain.  

 

The new concepts introduced to VHDL-AMS to account for the new interfacing 

requirements were quantities and terminals. When conversation laws are enforced the 

interfacing between different entities in a system is done by terminals and the branch 

quantities (across and through) associated with them. VHDL-AMS also provides free 

quantities, which can be used for time- and value-continuous models when conversation 

laws are not enforced (these models are often called signal flow models [Bou05]. This 

might be the case, for example, when simulation speed is more important than accuracy. 

The division of quantities into different categories is depicted in Figure 3-2.  

 

In VHDL-AMS, the across quantities are independent quantities and the through 

quantities are dependent quantities. When a simulation process is implemented the 

simulator provides an “initial guess” for the values of the independent quantities. These 

values are updated when the simulation advances and the equations are being solved by 

successive iteration cycles. The iteration process is repeated until the values of the 

independent variables have such values that the condition to which the dependent values 

are subject to holds. For electrical systems the condition that needs to hold is the “zero 
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sum of currents” at every node of the circuit, also known as Kirchoff’s current law. 

Essentially, an AHDL model provides an efficient mechanism for relating the dependent 

and independent variables so that they can be used by the simulator [Man95]. 

 

The simulator solves a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations via a process 

illustrated in Figure 3-3. The differential equations are not input directly, but are derived 

from the models and their mutual interconnections.  
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Figure 3-2:  Different aspects of VHDL-AMS modeling [Hus01]. 
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Figure 3-3:  Process for numerical solution of ODEs commonly used in commercial 

simulation programs [Man95]. 
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3.3.2 Basic concepts and modeling on the single-component (or sub-circuit) level 

 

The different aspects of the VHDL-AMS can be best explained by short programs written 

in the language. Figure 3-4 illustrates a resistor with its terminals, voltage and current. A 

simple VHDL-AMS model for the resistor is depicted in Figure 3-5. Every line has a line 

number for the purpose of more clear representation, while an actual VHDL-AMS code 

does not have line numbers. The reserved words of the language are written in bold font, 

again, for the purpose of presentation. The two first lines of the program are “library 

clauses” that are used to access units contained in them. VHDL-AMS contains several 

libraries that have useful features which a programmer can include in his model 

descriptions just by referring to a particular library.  The specific parts of large libraries, 

such as the IEEE library, are specified by the use command for every model unit. The 

IEEE standard packages contain mathematical functions and multi-logic operators and 

definitions.  

 

The first part of the actual description is called an entity declaration and it specifies the 

generics, i.e. the common constants, and ports, which are the inputs and outputs of the 

circuit. In this case the ports are associated with the nature electrical, which means that 

analog quantities can be used in the description. The design entity is followed by 

architecture which defines the actual behavior or structure of the circuit or system. The 

architecture part lists the across and through quantities for the terminals and states 
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characteristic equation, which in this case is the Ohm’s law for resistor behavior. The 

keywords begin and end are reserved for the beginning and end of the architecture body. 

 
     Figure 3-4:  Simple two-terminal resistor model. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-5:  VHDL-AMS description of the two-terminal resistor model 

shown in Figure 3-4. The line numbers are placed to help the reader 

of this  document and are not present in the actual VHDL-AMS model. 
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------***RESISTOR***--------- 

                  

1   library ieee; 

2   use ieee.electrical_systems.all; 

3   use ieee.math_real.all; 

4   entity resistor is 

5      generic(r: real := 100.0 );   

6      port( terminal tr1,tr2 : electrical);  

7   end resistor; 

8   architecture rbehavior of resistor is 

9      quantity Vr across Ir through tr1 to tr2; 

10    begin 

11     Vr == Ir*r; 

12  end architecture rbehavior;  
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Figure 3-6 illustrates a simple voltage comparator and Figure 3-7 the VHDL-AMS 

description that models it. This is a mixed signal model and thus has both, analog 

(terminal) and digital (bit) ports associated with it. Terminals tin and tref are connected to 

the analog input signal and the reference voltage, respectively. Digital signal comp_out is 

the comparator output and it is associated with the port list, which means that other 

entities in a system can access it.  

 

     

Figure 3-6:  Simple comparator model with terminals and voltage 

quantities labeled.   
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Figure 3-7:  Simple voltage comparator VHDL-AMS description. 

 

The architecture part has a process statement which is commonly used in VHDL to 

implement event-driven behavior. The process statement starts with a sensitivity list (in 

parenthesis after the word process) which identifies the signals which are monitored for 

events. In this case the VHDL operator ‘above is used to describe a clause that produces 

an event when the input signal vin crosses the reference voltage vref. The event could be 

also called a trigger, since it triggers the process execution. The if-clauses are executed 

every time an event occurs on one of the signals on the process sensitivity list.  In this 

---*** SIMPLE VOLTAGE COMPARATOR ***---- 

1   1ibrary ieee;  

2   use ieee.electrical_systems.all;  

3   use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 

4   entity comparator is 

5   port(signal comp_out : out bit; 

6           terminal tin, tref : electrical; 

7           signal clk : inout bit); 

8   end comparator; 

9   architecture behavioral of comparator is 

10     quantity vin across tin to electrical_ref; 

11     quantity vref across tref to electrical_ref; 

12     signal vdiff : voltage; 

13  begin 

14     process (vin'above(vref)) 

15     begin 

16     if vin > vref then 

17     comp_out <= '1'; 

18     else 

19     comp_out <= '0'; 

20     end if; 

21     end process; 

22  end architecture; 
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case: every time the value of vin crosses the value of vref, comp_out goes to high state if 

vin is above vref, and to low state otherwise.  

 

The possibility to use event-driven methods combined with the possibility to model 

analog electrical behavior and other types of physical behavior (such as thermal) is the 

reason why VHDL-AMS is suitable for the simulation of the integrated circuit aging 

process and the associated failure mechanisms. SPICE for example, is a node-driven 

simulation code, and the processing of the simulation equations is set to be repeated with 

constant short intervals, for accurate transient simulation. It is not computationally 

efficient to simulate the semiconductor aging process with this method. In VHDL-AMS 

the processing of the equations can be set to occur as a response to an event, e.g. if 

particles in a radiation environment hit the circuit with random time periods between the 

hits, the aging models are activated briefly after every hit to update the “physical age and 

condition” of the circuit. Between the hits very little computational time is used making 

this method efficient in terms of computational cost. 

 

3.3.3 Modeling on the “full circuit” level 

 

Figure 3-9 shows a VHDL-AMS description of the 2-bit flash analog-to-digital converter 

drawn in Figure 3-8. A flash ADC consists of a resistor string which provides reference 

voltages for an array of comparators, and of a logic part which encodes the comparator 
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outputs into a digital output code. The required number of comparators is 2
n
 – 1, where n 

is the number of resolved bits.  

 

The architecture part of the adc model shows how the previously coded and stored 

descriptions of the resistor and comparator can be included inside a larger system as 

component declarations. The code also shows how these sub-modules are instantiated, 

i.e. their usage in the design is specified. In this case the resistor module is instantiated 

four times and the comparator three times. The process named encoder is a behavioral 

description that converts thermometer code to a 2-bit digital code. The process execution 

is controlled by an external signal clk. The frequency of this “sampling clock” can be 

chosen arbitrarily to best represent the frequency at which the adc can resolve analog 

signals into digital code. In the more advanced ADC models the nyqvist criteria [Son00] 

and the speed of the sample and hold circuits determines the frequency of process 

execution, or if clocked comparators are used, their clocking speed determines the used 

clk signal frequency. 
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Figure 3-8:  2-bit flash analog-to-digital converter. 
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Figure 3-9: VHDL-AMS description of the 2-bit flash analog-to-digital converter. 

1   library std; use std.textio.all; use std.standard.all; library ieee; use ieee.electrical_systems.all; use       

2    ieee.mechanical_systems.all;    use ieee.math_real.all; use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 

3   entity adc is 

4       port(signal binop : inout bit_vector(1 downto 0); 

5          signal clk : inout bit; 

6          terminal tin, t0, t4: electrical); 

8     end adc; 

9   architecture struc of adc is 

10    terminal  t1, t2, t3: electrical; 

11       component resistor 

12         generic(r: real := 100.0 );  --- resistance 

13         port( terminal tr1, tr2 : electrical); --- interface ports 

14       end component; 

15       component comparator 

16         port(signal comp_out : out bit; 

17         terminal tin, tref : electrical); 

18       end component; 

19      signal cop0, cop1, cop2 : bit; 

20          begin 

21          r0: resistor 

22            port map(t0, t1); 

23          r1: resistor 

24            port map(t1, t2); 

25         r2: resistor 

26            port map(t2, t3); 

27        r3: resistor 

28            port map(t3, t4); 

29        comp0: comparator 

30            port map( comp_out => cop0, tin => tin, tref => t1); 

31        comp1: comparator 

32            port map( comp_out => cop1, tin => tin, tref => t2); 

33        comp2: comparator 

34            port map( comp_out => cop2, tin => tin, tref => t3); 

35    encoder: process (clk) 

36        begin 

37           if(cop2 = '1') then 

38             if(cop1 = '1') then 

39               if(cop0 = '1') then 

40               binop <= "11"; 

41               else 

42             binop <= "10"; 

43             end if; 

44          else 

45          binop <= "01"; 

46          end if; 

47       else 

48        binop <= "00"; 

49        end if 

50   end process; 

51  end architecture; 
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In this VHDL-AMS description the two major concepts of behavioral and structural 

modeling are both represented. The resistor and comparator sub-modules are both 

behavioral models representing the electrical behavior of these components. The 

description of the resistor string and the comparator array are structural, i.e. the resistors 

and comparators are connected together via their terminals in the actual way that they are 

placed in the circuit layout and their respective currents and voltages are calculated with 

Ohm’s and Kirchoff’s laws. Energy conservation principles are enforced in these 

structural models. The description of the output logic is purely behavioral and 

conservation laws are not enforced. This mix of structural and behavioral modeling is 

very effective in mixed-signal circuit modeling.  

 

3.3.4 Test benches 

 

Figure 3-10 shows a test-bench model which is used to test the ADC model. The name 

test bench comes from the analogy to a real hardware test bench with signal generators 

and oscilloscopes. In this test bench entity, previously written models for a sampling 

clock, DC voltage source, sinusoidal signal source, the ADC and an ideal digital-to-

analog converter (DAC) are described as component instances. The component 

instantiation in this case is done slightly differently than in the model shown in Figure 3-

7 by referring to the work libraries where these instances are stored. Figure 3-11 shows 

the simulation results for the ADC test bench VHDL-AMS model. The curve labeled 
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TIN_REFERENCE shows the input voltage test stimulus connected to the terminal tin of 

the ADC. The sinusoidal voltage has a peak-to-peak value of 2.0 volts. ADC_OUT is a 2-

bit ADC output digital code. ANALOG_OUT_REFERENCE is the digital code 

converted back to analog format with a DAC that was included in the test bench. It can be 

seen that the output “analog” voltage follows the input signal and consists of four 

different voltage levels. The last three signals are the outputs of the three comparators.  

 

Figure 3-10:   VHDL-AMS test bench for the 2-bit ADC circuit. 

 

---*********TESTBENCH********------- 

1   library std; use std.textio.all; use std.standard.all; 

2   library ieee;; use ieee.math_real.all; use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;  

3   use ieee.mechanical_systems.all; use ieee.electrical_systems.all 

4   entity testbench is 

5   port(terminal tin, tVDD, tGND, analog_out: electrical; 

6          signal adc_out : inout bit_vector(1 downto 0); 

7          signal clk : inout bit); 

8   end testbench; 

9   architecture body2 of testbench is 

10  begin 

11    clk1: entity work.clock(clock1) 

12        port map (clk => clk); 

13     voltage_source: entity work.constVSource(behavioral) 

14        port map(ta4 => tVDD, tb4 => electrical_ref); 

15    signal_source: entity work.source(body1) 

16        port map (t1 => tin, t2 => electrical_ref); 

17    adc1: entity work.adc(struc) 

18       port map (binop => adc_out, tin => tin, t0 => tVDD, t4 => electrical_ref, 

19                        clk => clk); 

20    dac1 : entity work.dac(behavioral) 

21       port map (clk => clk, bus_in => adc_out, analog_out => analog_out); 

22  end arhitecture; 
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Figure 3-11:  Simulation results for the 2-bit flash ADC model 

 

3.3.5 Mixed-technology modeling 

 

The last aspect explained in this brief introductory chapter to VHDL-AMS modeling is 

the multi-physics or mixed-technology (or multi-nature) modeling. An example of multi-

physics simulation is an electronic circuit affected by ionizing radiation. Let’s assume 

that the simple comparator is put into a Cobalt-60 irradiation chamber and irradiated up 

to 40 krad(SiO2). A model that contains both the circuit’s electrical behavior and its 

response to total dose radiation is needed.  
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A very simple radiation model created for this example states that the offset voltage of 

the comparator increases abruptly from 50.0mV to 500.0mV when the total dose reaches 

20krad. This “jump” in the offset voltage can be due to threshold voltage shifts in the 

comparator CMOS transistors, if older generation transistors are used. This behavior can 

be added to the simple comparator model. Also, a module that describes the irradiation 

source has to be created and included in the test bench. Four simple process statements 

are added to the comparator model to account for the total dose radiation effects:  

 

process (clk) 

begin 

if irradiation_ON = '1' then 

tid <= clk'last_event * dose_rate; 

else 

tid <= 0.0; 

end if; 

end process; 

 

tid_adder : process (clk) 

begin 

tid_amount <=  tid + tid_amount; 

end process; 

 

voff_degradation: process (clk) 

begin 

if tid_amount >= 20000.0 then 

voff <= 500.0e-3; 

else 

voff <= 50.0e-3; 

end if;  

end process; 

 

process (vin'above(vref + voff)) 

begin 

if vin'above(vref + voff) then 

comp_out <= '1'; 

else 
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comp_out <= '0'; 

end if; 

end process; 

 

 

The first two process statements account for accumulating the radiation dose amount 

incident to the comparator circuit. The irradiation_ON signal and the value for dose_rate 

are created elsewhere, in this case inside a entity called irradiation_source, that is 

connected to the comparator in the test bench. Irradiation_ON determines the time period 

that the sample is under irradiation, and dose_rate is the rate of total ionizing dose 

deposition on the sample. The third process statement sets the comparator offset voltage 

to a value that is dependent on the total accumulated radiation dose. The fourth process 

models the comparator circuit behavior and takes into account the radiation dependent 

offset voltage.  

 

Simulation results for such a simple multi-physics model are shown in Figure 3-12. From 

the bottom: the signals DOSE_RATE, VOFF and TID_AMOUNT show the irradiation 

dose rate 163.0 rad(Si)/s, the offset voltage of the comparator and the amount of 

accumulated total dose respectively. It can be seen from the signal COMP_OUT that, 

when the accumulated dose reaches 20.0 krad the comparator is only able to convert the 

signal values above 1.5V to a digital “high” when the reference voltage is kept at 1.0 V. 

This means that that the input-referred offset of the comparator is 500 mV at that point.  

 

Figure 3-13 shows the result of using the comparator models with total dose radiation 

models in the 2-bit ADC description. It can be seen that the last code “11” is completely 
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omitted as the TID level increases above 20 krad. This result can be explained by 

noticing that the effect of increasing the offset voltage of all the comparators by 500.0mV 

is effectively the same as decreasing the input voltage value by the same amount.  
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Figure 3-12:  Simulation results for a voltage comparator under ionizing radiation. 
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Figure 3-13: Simulation results for the 2-bit flash ADC under TID. 
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4   INTRODUCTION TO THE DESIGNED TID SIMULATION       

PROGRAM 
 

    

RADIATION effects simulations of microelectronics circuits are generally performed 

using SPICE-based simulators [Kl82]. Unfortunately, transistor level simulations with 

SPICE are extremely time consuming and require a large amount of engineering work. 

Repetitive simulations are needed with SPICE to simulate the evolution of degradation in 

the circuit parameters with dose. VHDL based methods have been used by others to 

model radiation effects on digital circuits [Br95]. Also, VHDL-AMS, a behavioral 

modeling language with analog extensions, has been used to simulate the aging 

mechanism of electronics under hot-carrier stress [Mo05]. VHDL simulations are 

computationally efficient compared to SPICE simulations because a VHDL simulator is 

event driven while the SPICE simulator is node driven.  

 

This dissertation describes a method for accurate and rapid total ionizing dose (TID) 

simulation of complex mixed signal circuits such as analog to digital converters (ADC). 

We use a similar methodology to the method discussed in reference [Br95] for digital 

systems. We extend that method to analog and mixed signal systems which have more 

severe requirements for simulation precision than digital systems.  Moreover, our method 

does not assume that the level of TID degradation is uniform everywhere in the system. 

The level of TID degradation is dependent on the bias conditions of the transistors during 

the irradiation period. The new method includes specific algorithms for monitoring the 
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bias conditions in different circuit nodes and calculating the level of degradation based on 

this information. The method uses a hierarchical structure where small sub-circuits, such 

as voltage comparators, references, etc. are simulated using SPICE.  These SPICE 

simulations of small circuits for multiple doses are used to tune behavioral VHDL-AMS 

models for the sub-circuits. The created behavioral models therefore contain the electrical 

circuit behavior combined with the radiation response. The entire combined system can 

then be simulated using VHDL-AMS. The flow diagram of the developed simulation 

method is shown in Figure 4-1. 

 

 

Figure 4-1:  Flow diagram of the simulation method. 
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4.1 Possible engineering applications related to the accomplished work 

 

Total ionizing dose (TID) radiation effect simulation on digital, analog and mixed signal 

systems has a very high computational cost with today’s commercial simulation tools. 

This leads to an unnecessary long time-to-market for radiation-hardened electronics. 

A simulation tool that can be used for total ionizing dose (TID) radiation effect 

simulation or TID radiation hardness verification on digital, analog and mixed signal 

systems needs to be designed.   

 

There is currently a great demand for an easy-to-use GUI based total ionizing dose 

radiation effect simulation and verification tool for commercial, scientific and military 

applications. The tool can significantly decrease the length and improve the accuracy of 

the design and verification processes of any electronic system that must operate either in 

the presence of a radiation environment or with the possible threat of a radiation 

environment. Examples of this type of systems are: spacecraft (including manned and 

unmanned space missions, telecommunication, scientific, positioning and military 

satellite systems, etc.), high altitude avionics, nuclear power plant instrumentation, high-

energy particle accelerator detectors, nuclear waste management robots and medical 

radiation equipment.  

 

The commercial applications related to this work are not limited to radiation effect 

engineering applications. The software and the methods developed for TID simulation 
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during this project are, with some alterations, applicable for simulation of other physical 

effects on electronics. These effects include, for example, single-event effects, dose-rate 

(prompt dose) effects, electromigration, hot-carrier effects, time-dependent dielectric 

breakdown (TDDB), negative-bias-temperature instability (NBTI) and electro-static 

discharge (ESD).   

 

4.1.1 Design verification through simulation 

 

A crucial part of any IC design process is the verification of the designed structures 

through computer simulation. Different tools are often used for the computer simulation 

of digital and analog parts of complex mixed-signal systems. This leads to an increased 

simulation time, a delayed design process and to a final assembly of the whole system 

which is extremely difficult to debug. To overcome this problem behavioral models 

written on hardware description languages, such as VHDL-AMS, are used to build a 

model of the entire system which can be simulated with just one tool [Mar05]. 

 

4.1.2 TID tolerance verification through simulation 

 

If the verification through simulation is performed not only for normal operation system 

performance but also for system performance under ionizing radiation, the verification 

process becomes significantly more complex. In the beginning, a sufficient amount of 

device level radiation testing has to be done in order to be able to create device level 
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models of the radiation effects. In the case of total ionizing dose testing, the devices have 

to be tested for different levels of radiation dose and for different bias conditions. In the 

simulation environment, the created device-level models have to be placed everywhere in 

the whole system. In addition to that, the resulted radiation effects can be totally different 

if the bias conditions inside the system alter during the irradiation. This is due to the fact 

that the severity of radiation degradation is dependent on the magnitudes and directions 

of the electric fields in the oxides of the device structure. In order to perform the radiation 

effect simulation the correct way, a new set of radiation models have to be placed 

everywhere in the simulation netlist every time the bias conditions or the amount of 

accumulated radiation dose changes. 

 

4.1.3 The designed simulation tool 

 

The simulation tool needs to have a feature which constantly monitors the bias conditions 

in all the nodes of the system during the irradiation and computes the radiation effects 

based on that information. This task becomes very time consuming or practically 

impossible to implement with existing simulation tools and methods, especially for the 

modern large mixed-signal systems with millions of circuit nodes. 

In this dissertation we present early stages of the design of a simulation tool that can be 

used for effective total dose radiation effect simulation on complex mixed-signal circuits. 

Very promising results were obtained when the first version of the designed tool was 
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used for TID effect simulations on a key part of telecommunications technology, an 

analog to digital converter (ADC) [Mi07]. The designed tool was tested for accuracy and 

simulation time against a state-of-the-art simulation tool, Cadence Spectre®. The results 

indicated that the new tool reduces the simulation time on an 8-bit ADC by more than 

three orders of magnitude (from days to minutes) and the accuracy still remains within 

reasonable limits. In addition to that, the amount of “hands-on” work reduced from tens 

of hours to few seconds.  

In another study this same method was used to simulate TID leakage current effects on a 

high-precision data acquisition system [Mi08]. TID induced leakage currents inside the 

1.2 kbyte SRAM memory sub-system were found the be the cause of the system failure 

that resulted after 30 krad(si) Cobalt-60 irradiation. The SRAM sub-system was TID 

simulated with the developed VHDL-AMS method, and the results were compared to the 

irradiation test results.   
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5 TRANSISTOR-LEVEL TID MODELING 

 
 

 
The transitor-level modeling (also called primitive-level modeling) discussed in this 

chapter deals with creating accurate models for TID-induced source-to-drain leakage 

currents. The modeling method used is to fit a SPICE BSIM 3.3 nMOS transistor model 

to the given TID test data. The developed model can be used in SPICE simulations where 

the effect of  leakage currents on the operation of (small) circuits are investigated. A bias-

dependent TID leakage model, needed for accurate modeling of the formation of the 

currents during the irradiation period is then created in VHDL-AMS. Together these 

models can be used to simulate the formation of the leakage currents, with specific 

magnitudes and locations in the circuit, and their effect on the circuit operation. 

 

5.1              SPICE model for TID-induced leakage current 

 

The dominant total ionizing dose (TID) degradation effect for the TSMC 0.25 µm CMOS 

process is the off-state leakage current between the source and drain due to the partial 

formation of the channel in the parasitic source to drain edge transistor formed by the 

isolation dielectric under the polysilicon gate in nMOS transistors even at zero gate bias 

[La00].  Positive charge builds up in the thick isolation oxides below the gate terminal 

under total dose conditions.  Because the charge generation and trapping occurs under the 

poly gate extension over the field, the rate of charge buildup is dependent on the gate bias 
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condition during irradiation. The charge build-up causes the formation of end-around 

leakage paths from source to drain, illustrated in Figure 5-1.   

 

 
Figure 5-1:  End-around TID leakage. 

 

This radiation-induced leakage path in the bulk silicon along the STI sidewall can be 

modeled as a parasitic transistor. A more detailed structure of the formed parasitic 

transistor is shown in Figure 5.2. The “gate oxide thickness” of the parasitic transistor is 

the distance from gate electrode to the inversion region through the STI. This distance 

varies greatly along the sidewall as pointed out with the arrows 1 and 2 in Figure 5-2. The 

formed parasitic transistor is a very special structure with varying “gate oxide” thickness 

along its width. A recent study suggests that a charge free zone is formed near the top of 

the STI sidewall due to the vertical fields in the oxide pushing the positive charge 

downward [Tur04].  
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Figure 5-2:  Oxide-trapped charge in the STI sidewall inverts the adjacent silicon and 

forms leakage paths from source to drain.  Illustration b) is a cross-sectional 

view looking from drain to source at the point of the cutline in illustration a). 

The direction from drain to source (or from source to drain) is “looking into 

the paper” in the illustration b). Thus source and drain regions are located 

“above and below the paper surface”, if a three dimensional representation of 

the structure is considered.  

 

The edge leakage can be accurately modeled in SPICE by placing a parasitic field 

transistor in parallel with the regular stripe nMOS transistor, which is shown in Figure 5-

3. This approach has been used previously, but no specific details about the model were 

given [Tu94]. Thus, we used our own approach in SPICE to do the modeling. A SPICE 

model of the parallel field oxide transistor was developed to match the published data for 

this particular technology [La00]. Empirical CMOS model parameter alterations were 

done so as to accurately match the model to the published current-voltage data.  
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Figure 5-3:  Parallel leakage transistor placed in parallel with the MOSFET to form the 

complete SPICE TID model [Tu94]. 

 

 

Figure 5-4 shows how the created SPICE models are fitted to the available data, which 

were previously shown in Figure 2-13. The 500 krad(Si), 750 krad(Si) and 1 Mrad(Si) 

curves overlap each other, thus only one SPICE model is sufficient to cover the leakage 

current in the 500 krad(Si) and above region. The reason why the leakage current value 

does not increase with dose above 500 krad(Si) is saturation in the amount of oxide 

trapped charge [Sa05].  
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Figure 5-4:  Parasitic transistor models are curve-fitted to the given data [La00]. 

 

The leakage currents in Figures 2-13 and 5-4 are only visible in the sub-threshold 

operation region of the actual nMOS. When the nMOS turns on, its current is many times 

larger than the radiation-induced leakage current. 

 

It can be concluded from Figure 5-4 that the 500 krad(Si) and higher dose parasitic 

leakage current transistors are in above-threshold operation region for the gate voltages 

shown. The slope of the current is similar to the on-current of the actual nMOS transistor, 

following a square law. Thus, the on-current of the created 500 krad(Si) SPICE transistor 

model is fitted to the visible leakage data in Figure 5-4. 
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The 250 krad(Si) curve is regarded as a sub-threshold current in the gate voltage range 

where it is visible. Thus, the sub-threshold current of the created 250 krad(Si) SPICE 

transistor model is fitted to the visible leakage data in Figure 5-4.  

 

The observed sub-threshold (inverse) slope of the 250 krad(Si) curve is very degraded, 

around 400 mV per decade of current. Modern MOS devices normally have values of 70-

100 mV per decade of current [Ta98]. The flat slope may be due to radiation-induced 

interface traps, which are not un-common in field oxides [Ol99]. 

 

Figure 5-5 shows the effect of increasing radiation dose on the parasitic source-to-drain 

leakage transistor IDS-VGS characteristics. The effect is a large negative shift in threshold 

voltage. VT of this parasitic transistor can be approximated to change from tens of volts 

for the pre-radiation (pre-rad) condition to a negative value of a few volts for the 500 

krad(Si) condition. This shift in threshold voltage is linear with dose, as predicted from 

equations (2.2 and 2.3). 
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Figure 5-5:  IDS versus VGS for the parasitic source-to-drain edge leakage transistors after 

different amounts of dose. 

 

 

The actual SPICE modeling started with a BSIM 3.3v nMOS SPICE model. An empirical 

method was used to fit the simulation results to the given data. The parameters that were 

altered in the BSIM 3.3v nMOS SPICE model were the gate oxide thickness (tOX), 

threshold voltage with zero substrate bias (VTh0), transistor width (W) and length (L).  

Figure 5-6 shows Cadence Spectre simulation results for the SPICE model that is fitted to 

the 250 krad(Si) leakage curve in Figure 2-13 and Table 5-1 shows that the fit is 

sufficiently accurate. Figure 5-7 and Table 5-2 give the same information for the created 

500 krad(Si) SPICE model.  
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This method of empirically fitting the models is preferred over more complex scientific 

methods, since the goal is to be able to use the designed complete TID simulation 

procedure as a tool for radiation hardness assurance qualification, which is the type of 

work usually done by test engineers and reliability engineers and not scientists.  

 

 

                                    

 

Figure 5-6:  IDS-VGS simulation results for the created 250 krad(Si) leakage current 

SPICE model. 
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Table 5-1:  Comparison table for the 250 krad data and the created SPICE model. 

VGS -500 mV 0 V 

IDS from Figure 5-4 0.2nA 2nA 

IDS from simulations 0.200 nA 1.99 nA 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-7:  IDS-VGS simulation results for the created 500 krad(Si) leakage current 

SPICE model. 
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Table 5-2:  Comparison table for the 500 krad data and the created SPICE model. 

VGS -500 mV 0 V 

IDS from Figure 5-4 80 nA 100 nA 

IDS from simulations 80.4 nA 101 nA 

 

 

5.2 Modeling TID-induced leakage current formation field dependency with 

VHDL-AMS 

 

The above-discussed SPICE models can be used for TID simulation on CMOS circuits 

after periods of irradiation. However, another model is needed to account for the amount 

of leakage current created during irradiation. This model needs to include the effect of 

different bias conditions during the irradiation period.  

 

The amount of threshold voltage shift in the parasitic drain-to-source leakage transistor 

varies with electric field conditions during irradiation [Sh07]. Thus, the amount of TID-

induced leakage current in the field oxide regions varies with electric field conditions as 

well. The data provided by Lacoe was taken for just one condition, the ON condition, 

with the gate voltage biased at VDD and other three terminals grounded [La00]. This 

might be sufficient for digital circuits, but in analog circuits source, drain and gate 

terminals can be biased to any voltage value between VDD and ground. Thus, the given 

data do not contain all the parameters needed for modeling TID leakage current effects in 
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analog circuits. A proper model includes the variation in the amount of leakage current 

depending on the electric field conditions during the irradiation. 

 

Equations (2.2) and (2.3) stated that the amount of threshold voltage shift due to TID-

induced oxide-trapped charge in an oxide is proportional to radiation dose, fractional hole 

yield, hole trapping efficiency, and to the square of the oxide thickness. These equations 

were derived for MOS gate oxides, but can be also used to determine the threshold 

voltage shift of a parasitic source-to-drain leakage transistor formed by field-oxide 

inversion. The square-dependency on oxide thickness causes much larger VT-shifts for 

the parasitic field-oxide transistor than seen in “normal” MOS transistors with thin gate 

oxides. This was illustrated in Figure 5-5. 

 

 Both hole yield and trapping efficiency are dependent on electric field conditions in the 

oxide [Ma89].  The magnitude of the electric field in the STI oxide varies depending on 

the gate voltage and the distance from the gate electrode. Hole trapping efficiency was 

found to stay constant for low values of electric field and start decreasing proportional to 

the electrical field when the field values exceed 1 MV/cm [Sc07]. From process specific 

Silvaco Atlas simulations it was concluded that the electric field magnitude in the STI 

isolation oxide does not exceed 1 MV/cm. Thus, a constant value of 100% was chosen 

for the trapping efficiency in our modeling. 100% trapping is not uncommon in 

unhardened commercial oxides [Ma89].  
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In this study, the data provided in Figure 2-7 was used to approximate the value of 

fractional hole yield versus the electric field in the STI oxide. As previously mentioned, 

relatively low electric field values are assumed in the STI.  Thus, looking at the data for 

the cobalt-60 irradiation in Figure 2-7, an approximation can be made that the fractional 

hole yield varies linearly with the electric field in an STI oxide.  

 

Another assumption, which makes the fairly complex physics of TID effects in STI 

oxides easier to model, is to choose the arithmetic mean value for the parasitic transistor 

gate oxide thickness, which varies along the STI sidewall as shown in Figure 5-2.  

 

The dependency of the TID induced source-to-drain leakage current on radiation dose 

and electric field and during irradiation is illustrated in Figure 5-8. EOX2 and EOX1 are 

electric field values (of which EOX2 > EOX1) that are present in the oxide during 

irradiation. 
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Figure 5-8:  IDS versus VGS for the parasitic source-to-drain edge leakage transistors 

after different amounts of dose, when the oxide field during the irradiation 

period is taken into account. 

 

 

The field dependency cannot easily be modeled in SPICE, because automated monitoring 

of varying bias conditions during the simulated irradiation period in SPICE would require 

complex algorithms. Thus, the field dependency of the TID effects is not contained in the 

SPICE simulation models illustrated in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4. The electric field 

dependency is directly added to the higher level VHDL-AMS descriptions, which will be 

discussed in the next few paragraphs.  

 

“Fractional hole yield” and “trapping efficiency” are the parameters that are responsible 

for the electric field dependency in a STI leakage transistor threshold voltage shift with 

dose. “Trapping efficiency” was assumed constant and “fractional hole yield” can be 
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determined from the data in Figure 2-7 for cobalt-60 irradiation, which was the 

irradiation type used to get the TID leakage current data that is modeled in this 

dissertation [La00]. For an nMOS transistor fabricated in the TSMC 0.25 µm process the 

value of the “fractional hole yield” varies “linearly” between 0.3 and 0.6 for the electric 

field values that result in the STI oxide when the gate voltage is varied between VSS and 

VDD.  This can be added to a VHDL-AMS description as follows: 

 

signal irradiation_ON : bit; 

signal clk : bit; 

signal dose_rate : real; 

constant trap_eff : real := 1.0;  -- Comment: “Trapping efficiency” was assumed 100% 

signal Vin : voltage; 

signal VSS : voltage; 

signal VDD : voltage; 

constant : hole_yield_max := 0.6;  --Comment: “Hole yield” for Vin = VDD   

constant : hole_yield_min := 0.3;  --Comment: “Hole yield” for Vin = VSS   

 

field_dependency: process (clk) 

begin 

if irradiation_ON = '1' then 

dose_incr <= clk’last_event * dose_rate * trap_eff * (Vin/VDD * (1.0 - 

hole_yield_min/hole_yield_max) + hole_yield_min/hole_yield_max); 

else 

dose_incr <= 0.0; 

end if; 

end process; 

 

dose_adder : process (clk’delayed(5.0 ns)) 

begin 

if irradiation_ON = '1' then 

eff_dose <= dose_incr + eff_dose; 

end if;  

end process; 
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The process “field_dependency” updates a value of the signal dose_incr (dose increment) 

everytime the “sampling” signal clk changes state. The dose increment value is a product 

of the dose_rate, the time from last increment and a bias-dependency factor, which 

consists of the parameters “trapping efficiency” and “fractional hole yield”. In our case 

the bias-dependency factor just simply states that full VDD gate voltage causes 100% dose 

increment, a zero gate voltage a 50% dose increment and any voltage value between 

these values causes a percentual increment linearly interpolated between 50% and 100%. 

This is consistent with the assumption that the hole yield varies linearly from 0.3 to 0.6 

when the gate voltage is swept from zero to VDD.  

 

The frequency for the signal clk is chosen in a way that the dose is incremented 

frequently enough for reasonable accuracy and not too often to slow down the simulation. 

The process “dose_adder” sums all dose increments after they are updated. The 

parameter eff_dose (effective dose) is a parameter just used in the developed TID VHDL-

AMS models, and it has no real life meaning. It can be best described as “total ionizing 

dose with bias effects”. This parameter is directly proportional to the amount of radiation-

induced oxide trapped charge in the STI of the trnsistor it is calculated for.  

 

This chapter discussed the lowest level of the modeling hierarchy used in the developed 

TID simulation method that was introduced in Chapter 4. Many approximations were 

made in order to make simple models of the complex physics of total dose radiation 

effects in MOS transistor STI oxides. Simple models are necessary when trying to keep 
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CPU time as short as possible in TID simulations on large systems containing several 

thousands of transistors, which is the goal the work done in this dissertation.  
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6 SMALL-CIRCUIT TID MODELING 

 

6.1          Auto-zeroed Comparator 

 

 

A low power comparator architecture that utilizes an “active resistor inverter” input stage 

[Al87] and a latched output stage was investigated in this work. The comparator is 

illustrated in Figure 6-1. This comparator is used in the commercial analog-to-digital 

converter modeled in the next chapter [Rid05]. The comparator clocked configuration 

requires auto-zeroing in order to reset to the initial state every clock cycle and to 

minimize offset voltages.  Offset voltage is due to random variation (mismatch) in the 

threshold voltage of transistors in a circuit.  The random offset in a comparator is the sum 

of offsets of all transistors in the comparator signal path that are not common to the 

positive and negative input.  Earlier we have used similar auto-zeroing techniques 

successfully in mitigating single event effects [Mi04]. 

S5

S6

S5

S6
 

Figure 6-1:  Auto-zeroed comparator. 
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The comparator has two non-overlapping clock cycles,  φ1 and φ2, shown in Figure 6-2.  

In an auto-zero architecture, the output of the comparator is tied to the input of the 

comparator during phase φ1 of the clock.  During this phase switches S2, S4, S5 and S6 

are closed. Actually, the switches S2 and S4 are controlled by the signal φ1d , which is a 

slightly delayed version of φ1 . The clock phase is delayed in order to minimize charge 

injection to the capacitors C1 and C2 [Ra95]. During the phase φ1, the entire offset of the 

comparator will appear at the output of the comparator (and input of the comparator, 

since they are shorted). The comparator output is designed to have a value of 1.25V, 

which is the middle voltage between power rails, when the input is connected to the 

output. At the same time, 1.25 V is also used as the reference voltage COM. Thus, 

approximately just the comparator offset voltage appears over the capacitors during phase 

φ1.  

 

This capacitor separates (decouples) the signal input from the comparator input.  During 

phase φ2, the input signal voltage is applied to the capacitor resulting in the difference 

between the signal input and the reference voltage being applied to the comparator input. 

This voltage pedestal is then amplified by the comparator.  The higher the open-loop gain 

of the comparator, the better it will resolve smaller input signal voltages (relative to the 

maximum transistor threshold voltage mismatch). On the other hand, a higher gain 

generally requires a larger number of transistors, which contributes to an increase in the 

offset! So, there is trade-off between high gain and low offset.  This design uses only two 
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transistors in the comparator which reduces the offset at the expense of lower gain.  

Typical values for offset in a CMOS comparator without auto-zeroing vary from 5 – 20 

mV.  When auto-zeroing is used, this offset is cancelled.  In this design, the resolution of 

the comparator is improved to 80 µV. 

 

φ1

φ1d

φ2

φ1

φ1d

φ2

 
Figure 6-2:  Clock cycles for the comparator switches. 

 

 

 

The transistor-level topology of the auto-zeroed “CMOS active resistor inverter” 

comparator is shown in Figure 6-3. The comparator is symmetric. The dual CMOS active 

resistor inverter input gain stage is formed by transistors P1, P2, N1, and N2.  Transistors 

P3-P5, N3, and N4 form the latch output stage. The output of the comparator is taken 

after a sample and hold (not required) to obtain a continuous-time output.  If this sample 

and hold is not present, the output of the comparator is only valid when the clocked 

transistor is turned on. The auto-zeroing switches S1-S6 are conventional CMOS 

transmission gates. C1 and C2 on the schematic are offset canceling capacitors used for 

auto-zeroing. The offset canceling capacitors enable the comparator to have the widest 
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possible dynamic input range (i.e., rail to rail). The offset voltage for the auto-zeroed 

inverter comparator does not change for different common voltage input values. Another 

advantage of this topology is that the circuit consumes very little power.  

 

The comparator has a single analog stage and a clocked latch output stage.  This clocked 

latch digital output stage uses very little static power.  The auto-zeroed comparator does 

require a clock generation circuit.  However, since the capacitance that is driven by the 

clock is very small, the clock generation circuit does not require large drivers.  Therefore 

the clock generation circuit does not contribute a lot to the power dissipation.  The 

specifications for the auto-zeroed comparator are listed in Table 6-1. 

 

TABLE 6-1:  AUTO-ZEROED INVERTER COMPARATOR SPECIFICATIONS. 
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Figure 6-3:  Transistor-level topology of the auto-zeroed “CMOS active resistor inverter” 

comparator. 

 

 

 

6.2 TID simulations on the comparator 

 

The field transistor model of the leakage was integrated into an auto-zeroed switched 

capacitor comparator shown in Figure 6-3 and simulated using SPICE.  The effect of gate 
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bias during irradiation on individual transistors was studied carefully in these simulations. 

The bias conditions on all transistors during irradiation as a function of comparator input 

voltages were recorded, and then this information was used to place the correct leakage 

models inside the circuit. 

 

Under the worst case bias conditions, the comparator input offset voltage increases from 

80 µV up to 90 mV after 500 krad(Si) of dose.  A large offset caused by TID may cause a 

failure for the circuit of which the comparator is a part.  The worst case bias conditions 

for total dose degradation in a voltage comparator occurs when there is a large difference 

in voltage on the positive and negative input terminals.  This condition is worst case 

because the comparator is sensitive to differential signals and rejects common mode.  

When an equal bias is applied to the input transistors, the maximum observed offset was 

only 4.5 mV after 500 krad(Si) of total dose. In other words: using degradation models 

that are worst case for all nMOS transistors in the circuit results in less circuit 

performance degradation than the mismatched case because input transistor mismatch is 

the performance-determining parameter. This shows the critical importance of accounting 

for the bias dependence of TID degradation in mixed signal circuits. 

 

                                           

The Cadence Spectre simulations are done to collect sub-circuit simulation data that can 

be used to construct the behavioral comparator model in VHDL-AMS. The constructed 

model has to include the effect of (alternating) circuit bias on the level of degradation 

during the irradiation period. In order to be able to simulate the advancement of 

degradation in the circuit during the irradiation period, the bias conditions in all nMOS 
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transistors must be monitored constantly. A change in transistor bias conditions change 

the amount of degradation that a particular radiation dose increment will cause.   The 

simulation results containing comparator offset values for different bias conditions and 

dose values are listed in Table 6-2. It can be noticed that the symmetric topology of the 

comparator results in positive and negative offset values that are equal in magnitude. 

 

Table 6-2:  comparator offset values for mismatch conditions in the amount of TID 

degradation from SPICE simulations. 
Degradation model used 

for transistors N1, N4 

Degradation model used for 

transistors N2, N3 

Comparator offset voltage [mV]  

0 0 1 

250krad 250krad 3 

500krad 500krad 14 

0 250krad 4.5 

250krad 0 -4.5 

0 500krad 90 

500krad 0 -90 

250krad 500krad 80 

500krad 250krad -80 

 

It is reasonably easy to construct a behavioral model which monitors the gate bias on the 

two input transistors of the comparator circuit, since the bias voltages are equal to the 

input and reference voltages delivered to the comparator sub-circuit as inputs. Monitoring 

the bias on circuit nodes internal to a circuit block is substantially more difficult since the 

internal voltages are dependent on the specific structure and operation of the circuit and 

behavioral models simplify the design process by not including information about the 

actual transistor structure or internal nodes.  
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In this case, the node voltages that are important in determining the radiation response of 

the comparator are the bias on the two input nMOS transistors to the comparator “pre-

amplifier” stage and on the other two nMOS transistors that are the “input” transistors to 

the comparator latch stage. The bias on the CMOS switches is important as well, since 

the leakage current on the switch transistors will cause a change in the charge amount 

stored in the critical nodes. In this particular case all the switches have practically the 

same bias which is a rail-to-rail square wave the frequency of which is half of the system 

clock frequency. Thus, the bias monitoring for all six switches is just monitoring the 

system clock frequency.  

 

 

6.3 VHDL-AMS model of the comparator 

 

 

The changes in comparator offset voltage due to TID degradation obtained from the 

Cadence Spectre® simulations were recorded as a function of different input bias 

conditions during irradiation and as a function of dose. A look-up-table model was 

created based on these results. This total ionizing dose response model was then used to 

tune a complete behavioral VHDL-AMS model of the auto-zero comparator.  The 

combined VHDL-AMS model contains both the electrical behavior of the comparator 

circuit and the change of that behavior in response to TID degradation. The model in 

Figure 6-4 has the normal electrical input voltage terminals and the output terminal. It 

also has three input terminals (Initial dose, Dose-rate and Irradiation time) for parameters 
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related to total dose radiation. The user can simulate the circuit with fixed dose or 

simulate the whole irradiation period by setting the dose rate and irradiation time 

parameters, with or without a value for initial dose amount. During irradiation the input 

bias voltages are constantly monitored and the effect of the bias conditions on the 

severity of the total dose effects are accounted for. Also, the user can follow the 

accumulation of dose and its effect on the comparator input offset voltage during 

simulation.  

 

 
Figure 6-4:  Behavioral voltage comparator model with TID effects. 

 

 

The VHDL-AMS models for “effective dose” from last chapter are used inside the 

comparator program block. The VHDL-AMS comparator program monitors the electrical 

and the radiation related inputs for their values.  This information is used in “effective 

dose” models, introduced in the last chapter. When the “effective dose” is formed for 
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both inputs VinP and VinN  (eff_doseP and eff_doseN) the following process containing 

if-clauses can be used to include the information from Table 6-2: 

 

 

total_dose: process (clk)  

 

begin 

if eff_doseP <=  100000.0 and eff_doseN >= 500000.0 then 

voff <= -0.09; 

else if eff_doseN <= 100000.0 and eff_doseP >= 500000.0 then 

voff <= +0.09; 

else if eff_doseP >= 100000.0 and eff_doseP <= 300000.0 and eff_doseN >= 500000.0 

then 

voff <= -0.08;  

else if eff_doseN >= 100000.0 and eff_doseN <= 300000.0 and eff_doseP >= 500000.0 

then 

voff <= +0.08;  

else if eff_doseN >=  250000.0 and eff_doseP <= 100000.0 then 

voff <= -0.014;       

else if eff_doseP >=  250000.0 and eff_doseN <= 100000.0  then 

voff <= 0.014;  

else if eff_doseN >= 500000.0 and eff_doseP >= 500000.0 then 

voff <= +0.0045; 

else if eff_doseP >=  250000.0 and eff_doseP <=  500000.0 and eff_doseN >= 250000.0 

and eff_doseN <= 500000.0  then 

voff <= 0.003 after 5ms; 

else voff <= 0.0 after 5ms; 

end if; 

end if; 

end if; 

end if; 

end if; 

end if; 

end if; 

end if; 

end process; 

 

 

The process above states the value of comparator offset for different levels radiation 

degradation in the two input sides of the comparator. The designed VHDL-AMS program 
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then uses the calculated total dose dependent offset voltage when the actual comparator 

function, i.e. the comparison of two voltage levels, is performed. The following 

simultaneous statement and process can be used for the comparator function: 

 

vdiff == vinp - vrefp; 

comparator_behavior : process (clk) is 

begin 

 if vdiff >= voff  then 

    comparator_op <= '1' after comp_delay; 

 else 

    comparator_op <= '0' after comp_delay; 

  end if; 

 end process comparator_behavior; 

 

   

The symbol “comp_delay” stands for the time period from the moment when the 

comparator samples the input signal to the moment when its output reaches the 

corresponding “high” or “low” value.  

 

6.4 Radiation effects on the auto-zeroing comparator 

 

The comparator has offset canceling circuitry and the TID induced leakage currents still 

cause large offsets. How is this possible? Let’s look at the offset cancellation method in 

Figure 6-1 a little closer. This circuit has two operational modes: the comparison mode 

and the offset cancellation mode. During the offset cancellation mode the switches S2, 

S4, S5 and S6 are closed and S1 and S3 are open. The comparator pre-amplifier stage is 

connected as a unity-gain amplifier with a feedback loop closed around it, and the input 

offset is stored in capacitors C1 and C2. We have, 

( )( ) ABCDosAAB VVAVV ==−− 0  (6.1)  
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, where VosA is the input offset of the amplifier and A0 is the amplifier gain. Now, the 

voltage stored on C1 and C2 is: 

osACD V
A

A
V

0

0

1+
=  (6.2) 

After the offset storing cycle the switches S1, S3, S5 and S6 are opened and switches S2 

and S4 closed. Now the stored offset gets subtracted from the signal. The remaining total 

input referred offset is [Ra95]: 

001
)(

A

V

C

d

A

V
totV osLqosA

os ++
+

=  (6.3) 

, where dq is charge injection mismatch between S5 and S6, C is the value of C1 and C2 

(assumed equal) and VosL is the latch offset, which gets divided by the amplifier gain 

when referred to the input. Thus, due to the auto-zeroing the pre-amplifier input offset is 

reduced by a factor of 1 + A0.  

                                                    

Our comparator pre-amplifier does not have a very high gain, because it is designed to 

have a very high bandwidth. The gain is close to unity. Thus, the offset canceling reduces 

the offset only by 50%. This means that if the TID induced leakage currents cause offsets 

in the comparator, they are not compensated effectively. 
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Figure 6-5:  Input stage of the comparator without switching capacitor circuitry, showing 

the parasitic leakage transistor. 

 

The small signal model of the input stage without the offset compensation should be 

looked at in order to find out what effect the TID leakage currents have on the pre-

amplifier small signal gain. The amplifier “positive” (positive or negative, since the 

circuit is symmetrical) input stage is shown in Figure 6-5. The parasitic transistor caused 

by TID degradation is labeled in the figure as MPAR.  
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Figure 6-6:  Small signal model of the circuit in Figure 6-5. 

 

The small signal equivalent is shown in Figure 6-6. The symbol gm denotes trans-

conductance for the different transistors and rds resistances from sources to drains.    The 

small signal gain can be derived from Figure 6-6 as: 

mpdspardspdsn

mparmn

in

out

gggg

gg

v

v

+++

+
−=  (6.4) 

The source-to-drain conductance values are small compared to the transconductances and 

thus the gain can be approximated as: 

mp

mparmn

g

gg
A

+
−=0  (6.5) 

The gain without the parasitic transistor is equal to unity because the n and p transistors 

are designed to have equal strengths. The transconductance of a MOS transistor is equal 

to  

)1()(' DStGS VVV
L

W
k λ+−         (6.6) 

If λVDS is << 1 this simplifies to: 
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)(' tGS VV
L

W
k −  (6.7) 

The parameter k’ equals µCOX, where µ is mobility and COX the oxide capacitance. Using 

equations (5) and (7) and the transistor sizes used in simulations the small signal gain of 

one side of the comparator is calculated as 2.951 before irradiation and 2.988 after 

500krad(Si). Thus the gain increases 1.25%.  This is an almost negligible amount of 

change. Thus, it can be concluded that total dose leakage currents do not cause large 

changes in small signal comparator gain. This will be demonstrated with simulations in 

the next chapter. Hardly any gain error was found in the TID simulations done on a data 

converter where this particular comparator was used. 

 

The increased offset after irradiation is assumed to be due to differences in the voltage 

Vout between the “positive” and “negative” input stages (when the differential input 

voltage is zero) as a result of large differences in the value of leakage currents that are 

present in these two identical sides. The node Vout on a side with a larger leakage current 

will be always pulled down more than on the other side. The offset of the latch will 

further increase the total offset of a comparator. The following analysis examines this 

process. A simple MOS transistor current model, the Shichman-Hodges [Al87] model is 

used in this analysis. This model is also called the SPICE level 1 model.  
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Let’s assume that the transistors MN and MP are always in saturation during operation. 

This would be the case if the ADC in which they are used has an input voltage range 

limited to 0.5 – 2.0 volts,  when a 2.5 power supply technology is used. For TID values of 

500 krad(Si)  and above, the parasitic leakage current transistor is in triode region. This 

situation can be expressed with the following equation: 

 

( )
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, where β  is the transconductance parameter µ0CoxW/L,  VT is threshold voltage, 

assumed equal in magnitude for the nMOS and pMOS, VTPAR is the threshold voltage for 

the parasitic transistor and Vin and Vout are the input and output voltages , respectively. If 

we use 0.5 V for VT and 2.5 V for VDD this equation can be re-organized to: 
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The threshold voltage for the parasitic leakage current transistors VTPAR is dependent on 

the applied radiation dose amount. This can be expressed as: 
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, where VTPAR0 is the pre-radiation value for the parasitic source-to-drain leakage 

transistor threshold voltage and ∆VTPAR is the change in the threshold voltage with 

respect to total dose radiation. The other parameters are explained in sections 2.4.1 and 

2.4.5. Using the approximations and modeling techniques from chapter 5, this equation 

reduces to: 

 )(
0

2

0 tDfqK
t

VV yavgg

ox

ox

TPARTPAR εε
−=   (6.11) 

, where the parameter fyavg(t) is the time-average of the hole yield parameter during the 

irradiation period and has values between 0.3 and 0.6, depending on the gate voltage 

during irradiation.  

 

The comparator in Figure 6-3 has two identical pre-amplifier stages, such as the one 

shown in Figure 6-5. To find out the comparator offset for a given TID amount (D), the 

voltages VoutP and VoutN are solved for the bias conditions present during irradiation from 

(6.9) ad (6.11). Then the “output referred offset” of the comparator is simply VoutP - 

VoutN. The “input referred offset” in this case has the same value, since the gain of the 

pre-amplifier is equal to one, and gain does not change much with respect to TID. If the 

gain is not known the input referred offset can be solved by equaling VoutP and VoutN, 

using Vin + Voff for one of the two inputs and just Vin for the other one. Then the equation 

can be solved for Voff.  
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These calculations resulted in values very close to the values obtained from SPICE 

simulations in which the leakage models discussed in last chapter were used in 

comparator pre-amplifier stages. Thus, it is confirmed that the voltage shifts at the pre-

amplifier output nodes, caused by total dose leakage currents in the input nMOS 

transistors, are the main contributors to the input referred offset voltage. Leakage currents 

in the latch will further increase the input-referred offset according to the equation 6.3. 

These calculations and the performed simulations also showed that the magnitude of the 

offset is proportional to the ratio of the magnitudes of the leakage currents and 

comparator drive currents.   

 

It was also found out that the leakage through switches contributes to the offsets if there 

is mismatch in the leakage between the two identical input stages. The magnitude of this 

offset is also inversely proportional to the operating frequency. However, if there is no 

mismatch in the leakage current, which is the case in this circuit with always identical 

bias conditions for the switches, the increase in offset voltage is unimportant.   

   

This chapter discussed the second level of hierarchy in the developed TID simulation 

method, the sub-circuit level. SPICE was again chosen as the tool, since SPICE models 

for transistors are commonly available and they are very accurate, containing parameters 

needed for simulation of modern deep sub-micron transistors. This chapter also discussed 

the origin of observed TID effects (i.e. large offsets) in the comparator sub-circuit and 

provided some mathematical analysis that supporting these findings. 
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7 LARGE-CIRCUIT TID MODELING 

 

 

This chapter will discuss the highest level of the hierarchy in our simulation method, the 

full-circuit level. VHDL-AMS was chosen as the tool to be used in this level. In this 

chapter, the 8-bit commercial analog-to-digital converter (ADC) used in the simulations 

is introduced.  Then the developed VHDL-AMS simulation code is discussed and the 

results from simulation from between “SPICE-only” and the new VHDL-AMS 

simulation runs are compared. Possible applications for the new simulation method are 

introduced at the end of this chapter. 

 

7.1 Sub-ranging, 2-stage, 8-bit analog-to-digital converter 

 

 

The behavioral comparator block is used as a part of a VHDL-AMS description for an 8-

bit sub-ranging ADC. The sub-ranging ADC used is designed and manufactured by 

Ridgetop Group Inc. located in Tucson Arizona [Rid05]. The SPICE net list for the 

circuit, provided by Ridgetop Group, was used as a basis for the VHDL-AMS model 

design. The 8-bit ADC consists of two full-flash 4-bit sub-ADCs. A basic topology of a 

full-flash ADC is shown in Figure 7-1. The voltage range between positive and negative 

reference voltages (REF+, REF-) is divided into several “internal” reference voltage 

values with a resistor ladder. These node voltages are connected to the reference voltage 

nodes of an array of comparators. The comparator array compares the input signal 

voltage to these reference values and outputs digital thermometer code. The thermometer 
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code is then converted to the ADC digital output with decoder logic. An n-bit full-flash 

ADC has 2
n
-1 comparators. Thus, a 4-bit flash has 15 comparators. The above-mentioned 

8-bit ADC circuit has over 2000 MOS transistors.  

 

The Ridgetop 8-bit sub-ranging half-flash ADC has two of the described 4-bit full-flash 

components. One is a MSB (most significant bits) converter and the other one is a LSB 

(least significant bits) converter. The sub-ranging architecture is shown in Figure 7-2. 

The resistor ladder consists of 16 “large” resistors, each of which is actually formed by 

16 “small” resistors connected in series. The 16 “large” resistors provide the “rough” 

reference voltages for the MSB converter. The MSB converter provides the four MSB 

bits and also controls the sub-ranging process for the LSB converter. The LSB 

comparator array connects to a “small-resistor” sub-range when the MSB conversion is 

done, and then performs the LSB conversion. The location of the connected sub-range is 

based on the MSB array output. The MSB and LSB bits are stored in the output register.  
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Figure 7-1:  Flash ADC structure. 
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Figure 7-2:  Sub-ranging, 2stage, analog to digital converter. 

 

7.2 VHDL-AMS modeling of a complete ADC circuit 

 

The VHDL-AMS model of the 8-bit ADC circuit has both behavioral and structural parts 

as shown in Figure 7-3. The resistor string (ladder) and the comparator arrays are both 

structural, meaning they have a structure where components are connected to each other 
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with “wires” using the same topology as in the circuit layout on silicon. In this case the 

node voltages and currents are calculated with Ohm’s and Kirchoff’s laws. The 

comparator block is fully behavioral, meaning it processes the output signal from input 

signal by using algebraic equations which represent the circuit’s behavior and does not 

give any information about its structure. In the same way the logic blocks are fully 

behavioral and the analog multiplexer used in the sub-ranging process is structural. The 

analog signal connectors are drawn with full lines and the digital connectors with dashed 

lines in Figure 7-3. Usually the most accurate and still reasonably fast solution to the 

mixed signal circuit simulation is to model all the digital parts as behavioral and the most 

critical analog parts as structural [Ash03]. The structural modeling methodology in 

VHDL-AMS automatically guarantees that the correct relations of node currents and 

voltages are used in the analysis, and that the required conversation laws for the 

particular physical domain are enforced [Hus01].  
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Figure 7-3:  This figure illustrates the sub-program blocks and their mutual 

interconnections used in the partly structural, partly behavioral VHDL-AMS half-flash 

ADC model. 

 

The different code blocks used in the VHDL-AMS analog-to-digital converter TID 

simulation test bench are shown in Figure 7-4. The “device under test” block is the entire 

structure from Figure 7-3. The DC voltage source block is used for power supply and the 

reference voltages for the ADC module and the input bias generator provides the input 

signal voltage. System clock is used for the ADC system clock. The same block is also 
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instantiated elsewhere, such as providing sample and hold frequency for the converter 

and providing signals that are used to execute different processes inside the TID model 

descriptions.  
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Figure 7-4:  Different VHDL-AMS code blocks included in the ADC TID     

simulation test bench. 

 

Irradiation environment is a model which contains user defined parameters for irradiation 

conditions. Initial dose, dose rate and irradiation time parameters located inside this 

module can be given values from the test bench. The user can, for example, set a virtual 

total dose radiation test which simulates the conditions in a normal Co-60 radiation 

chamber test. In such a test, performed by the author of this dissertation, the dose rate 

was set to 4.91 rad/s(Si) and then irradiation stopped after every 100 krad(si) interval for 
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linearity measurement until 1Mrad of total dose was achieved [Mi08].  Non-uniform 

irradiation profiles can also be used, such as the high dose-rate short period pulses used in 

LINAC irradiators. 

  

Linearity is a performance metric that shows an ADC degradation after total dose 

irradiation very effectively [Kal98]. The linearity calculator is a program that uses a 

histogram method [Che00] to calculate the differential and integral non-linearity (DNL, 

INL) values for every converter output code. VHDL-AMS is not the best programming 

language for handling large sets of data. A scripting language, such as Perl, can be used 

for this purpose. Thus, the linearity calculator block just contains a program that applies 

the right type of input signal for linearity test, and then automatically saves the results 

into a safe place where they can be found to be used in the actual linearity calculations 

with the help of another software.  

 

Another data processing block included in the test bench is an ideal digital-to-analog 

converter (DAC). This is used in the output to convert the digital 8-bit signal back to 

analog format so that the user can analyze the results faster. 

 
 

7.3 Simulation method accuracy and speed test 

 

The accuracy and simulation speed of the VHDL-AMS based TID effect simulation was 

compared to a SPICE based method. The SPICE simulator used was Cadence Spectre. 
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The above-mentioned commercial 8-bit ADC circuit was constructed transistor by 

transistor with TID models in the Cadence design environment and simulated with 

Spectre for the same input conditions and dose values as the VHDL-AMS model in 

Dolphin Smash. The transistor models used were BSIM 3.3v CMOS models for the 

TSMC 0.25µm technology and the TID leakage models for these transistors were the 

ones discussed in Chapter 5.  The simulation speed and conversion accuracy (differential 

and integral non-linearity, DNL and INL) between these two methods were compared.  

 

First, just the 4-bit MSB converter sub-circuit inside the 8-bit converter was simulated for 

different irradiation conditions. The sub-circuit was used since tuning the full 8-bit ADC  

netlist to function properly in Spectre simulations took much longer than predicted, but 

the 4-bit MSN converter was functioning properly. The results obtained for the 4-bit 

converter were presented in the RADECS06 conference and also published in the IEEE 

Transactions of Nuclear Science journal [Mi07]. Later, when the 8-bit ADC SPICE 

netlist was successfully fixed, the speed and accuracy test was performed for the full 

circuit. The 4-bit TID simulations are discussed in the next paragraph and the 8-bit results 

later in this chapter. 

 

7.3.1 Accuracy and speed comparison for a 4-bit flash ADC 

 

Linearity simulations were used to benchmark the speed and accuracy of the new VHDL-

AMS based TID simulation method. The behavioral VHDL-AMS model consumes a 
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small fraction of the simulation time that the transistor level Spectre model does. The full 

input ramp (the input voltage range for which the output produces all 16 binary codes) 4-

bit flash converter TID simulation takes 22,000 times longer with Spectre than with 

VHDL-AMS, when the time step control parameters and the iteration method are set 

equal for the two methods. The Cadence Spectre was run on a Sun Solaris UNIX 

machine with a 450 MHz RISC processor and 2.0 Gbytes of RAM, whereas the Dolphin 

Smash VHDL-AMS simulator was run on a laptop with 1.5 GHz AMD Athlon processor 

and 512 Mbytes of RAM. In the benchmark circuit simulations the AMD system was 

found to be 5.0 times faster than the Solaris machine for circuit simulation. Taken this 

value into account, the VHDL-AMS method was found to be 4,400 times faster than the 

Cadence Spectre method. The speed improvement would be even greater for more 

complex circuits.                                  

Table 7-1: DNL and INL results.  
 Cadence Spectra Dolphin Smash VHDL-AMS 

Test case Pre-rad VinP=0.25V VinP=2.0V Pre-rad VinP=0.25V VinP=2.0V 

DNL (min) 

[LSB] 

 

  -0.015 

 

    -0.68 

 

   -1.0 

 

   -0.012 

 

   -0.85 

 

   -0.97 

DNL (max) 

[LSB] 

 

   0.034 

 

     0.057 

 

    0.066 

 

    0.020 

 

    0.083 

 

    0.0 

INL (min) 

[LSB] 

 

  -0.015 

 

    -0.17 

 

   -1.0 

    

   -0.020 

 

   -0.25 

 

   -0.97 

INL (max) 

[LSB] 

 

   0.030 

 

     0.51 

 

    0.0 

 

    0.034 

 

    0.60 

 

    0.0 

 

 

 

Table 7-1 shows the DNL and INL simulation results for the pre-irradiation condition and 

for two different total dose scenarios (test cases). The first test case is a full input ramp 

simulation after a 75 second 10 krad(Si)/s irradiation with DC bias of 250 mV on the 
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input node “Analog Input” (Figure 7-1) and the second case is an identical irradiation 

with DC bias of 2.0 V on  “Analog Input”. The linearity simulations with the two 

different methods gave similar values. The largest DNL difference between the two 

simulations for a particular output code was 0.17 LSB (least significant bits) and the 

largest difference in INL was 0.09 LSB, which is well within the specifications of the 

circuit (which is typically 0.5 LSB). The value of linearity obtained with the VHDL-

AMS ADC is within 25% of the value obtained using Spectre for every output code. 

Although this accuracy result is reasonable, our goal is to make the linearity error smaller 

than 10% by making the behavioral model more accurate.  The simulation differences 

arise because some second order effects are absent in the VHDL model.  The VHDL-

AMS model can be made more accurate by adding the remaining effects, such as clock 

distortion, mismatch in charge injection from the switches, change in comparator slew 

rate and overall increased circuit delay. Some of these will be dependent on total dose 

degradation too. These second order effects are automatically incorporated in the Spectre 

model but have not been included in the VHDL-AMS model. 

 

Simulation speed is one major advantage the VHDL-AMS based simulation has over the 

SPICE based methods. Another major improvement is that our VHDL-AMS program 

simulates the pre-irradiation, irradiation and post-irradiation periods of system operation 

in one continuous simulation run. It monitors the comparator input voltages and dose rate 

during irradiation and calculates the comparator offset voltages based on the bias 

dependent total dose effects instantly for every clock cycle. Figure 7-5 is the result from 
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the VHDL-AMS simulator that shows pre-irradiation, irradiation and post-irradiation 

periods of system operation (a voltage sweep is performed prior to irradiation and after 

irradiation, while the voltage is kept constant during irradiation). This figure is a result of 

just one simulation run and it is a screen taken from the Dolphin Smash VHDL-AMS 

simulator. One of the most appealing features of the described simulation method is the 

fact that any number of subsequent irradiation, normal operation and annealing periods 

can be included in one simulation run, and in the end the final resulted total dose 

degradation of the circuit performance is the sum of degradation and annealing of all 

these periods.  

  

Figure 7-5 shows the ADC digital output plotted in analog format. The post-irradiation 

output characteristic has a missing code.  A missing code is generally considered to be a 

functional failure for an ADC.  The missing code in this case occurs first in the shown 

location because the low input bias during the irradiation causes the most mis-match for 

this one particular comparator.  Figure 7-6 shows the post irradiation simulation results 

from Cadence Spectre for comparison. A very narrow step that is almost a missing code 

occurs in the similar manner than in the VHDL-AMS results.  The fact that the error is a 

very narrow step and not a completely missing code shows that the results from the new 

VHDL-AMS method are reasonably accurate compared to the computationally intense 

Cadence Spectre simulations, but small discrepancies are present. The small 

discrepancies are not due to any fundamental limitations to the described simulation 

method and are not specific to the inclusion of TID.  Rather, they are the result of the 
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limited accuracy of the behavioral model itself. The accuracy can be improved by further 

optimization of tunable parameters of the behavioral model. 

 

The time scale of the simulation was held considerably shorter with Spectre in order to 

reduce the simulation time to hours from days. The entire irradiation period could not be 

simulated with Spectre and the bias conditions during irradiation had to be monitored and 

the transistor models adjusted by other means which was computationally very 

expensive. 

 

Figure 7-7 shows simulation results using VHDL-AMS for a second total dose irradiation 

test case, where the input bias during irradiation was kept at 2.0 V. Again, a missing code 

is observed, but in this case the missing code occurs in a comparator which is placed 

“low on the reference ladder”. The same exact phenomena can be seen in the 

corresponding Cadence Spectre simulation results in Figure 7-8. 
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Figure 7-5:  "Virtual" total dose radiation test results for the MSB converter sub-circuit, 

test case #1. 

 

                                  
Figure 7-6:  Post irradiation results for total dose test case #1 using Spectre. 
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Figure 7-7:  Results from total dose test case #2 using VHDL-AMS. 

 

 

               

Figure 7-8:  Results from total dose test case #2 using Spectre. 
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A speed and accuracy comparison test for the full Ridgetop InstaCell ADC-8-100 8-bit 

sub-ranging half-flash analog-to-digital converter was also performed. The test cases 

were similar to the 4-bit converter test. The amount of CPU time used for one full input 

ramp Spectre TID simulation run was 72.5 hours. In addition to that the amount of time 

spent for this experiment in the forms of node bias monitoring, model replacement and 

result collection was 12 man-hours.  

 

The same experiment was also done using the designed VHDL-AMS-based TID 

simulation and verification tool. The total amount of CPU time used for one simulation 

run was just 36 seconds. The program did the bias monitoring, model replacement and 

result collection automatically. The only necessary form of engineering work was the 

effort to start the program.  Simulating one full input ramp took just 12 seconds. 

 

The reported “man-hours” in either case do not include the amount of work required for 

device-level and sub-circuit-level radiation model generation. This very time-consuming 

manual modeling step can be completely eliminated by further development of the 

VHDL-AMS-based tool.  

 

7.3.2  TID simulation speed and accuracy test for the 8-bit full ADC circuit 

 

Figure 7-9 shows the full input ramp (includes the circuit specific, maximum allowed 

input voltage range) total dose simulation after total dose of 700 krads, when the input 
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voltage was kept at 0 V during the irradiation. The low input voltage during irradiation 

means that the comparators that are placed “higher” on the comparator array, i.e. their 

reference input is connected to a node in the resistor ladder closer to the positive voltage 

reference, have a higher differential input voltage than the comparators which are placed 

“lower” in the array. Thus, they have more severe TID degradation, since the amount of 

TID induced comparator voltage offset is proportional to the mismatch in the input 

transistor pair bias conditions during irradiation. This can be clearly seen in Figure 7-9. 

The distortions that correspond to the low input values (and thus are distortions that occur 

in the comparators placed “low” in the array) are the voltage spikes seen for input values 

from 0.3V to 1.1V. These “spikes” are due to small offsets in the MSB comparators. The 

MSB comparator output signals are the control signals for the sub-ranging process, i.e. 

when an MSB comparator output changes the LSB comparator array will instantly get 

connected to the corresponding sub-range in the resistor ladder. The connecting circuitry 

is an array of switches that forms an analog multiplexer. Now, when an MSB comparator 

has a positive offset it will change its output to the high state before the input voltage is 

equal to the reference voltage of the comparator. When this occurs the LSB array gets 

connected to the corresponding sub-range too early and the input voltage for this array, 

which is the same signal than the input voltage to the MSB comparator array, is “out-of-

range” until the input voltage increases the amount that is equal to the MSB comparator 

offset. When the LSB array is out of range it outputs “1111” in this case and a positive 

voltage spike is seen at the ADC output that is converted back to analog format. 
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The MSB comparators which are placed “higher” in the array have more TID degradation 

and thus larger resulting voltage offsets. That can be seen in the lengths of the voltage 

spikes that occur for higher input voltages. The widest spikes correspond to the condition 

when the offset is equal to 90mV, the highest offset voltage value listed in Table 6-2.  

 

Figure 7-9:  Total dose simulation results for a commercial 8-bit ADC obtained with the 

Cadence Spectre simulator. The converter was irradiated up to 700 krad(Si), while the 

input bias voltage was set at 0.0V.  

 

Figure 7-10 shows the ADC output from the VHDL-AMS TID simulation program for 

the same test conditions than in Figure 7-9. The radiation effects (deviations from perfect 

staircase of 256 small steps) are very similar to the ones seen in Figure 7-9. 
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Figure 7-10:  TID simulation results obtained from Smash VHDL-AMS simulator. The 

irradiation levels and bias conditions were equal to the case shown in Fig 7-9. 
 

  

 

Figure 7-11 shows the Spectre simulation results for the second irradiation case when the 

input voltage is kept at 2.0V and the total dose amount in the end of the irradiation period 

equals again 700 krad(Si). In this case the comparators that are “low in the array” have 

the largest difference in the bias voltage of the two input nMOS transistors during 

irradiation. That mismatch in bias conditions corresponds to large offsets, which can be 

seen in Figure 7-11. The resulted offset in the comparators is approximately -90 mV and 

one voltage step for the MSB comparators is 100 mV. The minus sign in the offset is due 

to the leakage current degradation on the “positive” input transistor of the comparator 
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circuit. Thus, during 90% of one MSB step the comparators in the LSB array have an out-

of-range reference voltages and the LSB ADC has “1111” output.  

 

Figure 7-11:  Dose simulation results for a commercial 8-bit ADC obtained with Spectre 

simulator, test case #2. 

 

 

In this case the maximum offset in the MSB comparators after irradiation is -90 mV. The 

input voltage step that corresponds to one MSB code is 100 mV. Hence, 90% of the 

comparators in the LSB ADC will be connected to reference voltages that are above the 

input signal voltage range during the particular step. 10% of the comparators, or 1.5 

comparators, will be sub-ranged (correctly) inside the input voltage range and thus one or 

two “small” steps in the “corner of the large steps” due to LSB code transitions can be 

seen in Figure 7-11. Whether there are one or two LSB transitions during one MSB 
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transition depends on the internal clock cycles of the comparator. Some of the digital 

codes are marked in Figure 7-11.  

 

Figure 7-12 shows the results form VHDL-AMS simulation for the same test conditions 

than in Figure 7-11. The results are very similar to the data shown in Figure 7-11. Seven 

large steps occur which all include one small step right in the “corner of the step”. In 

Figure 7-11 either one or two small steps occurred depending on the internal clock 

signals of the comparators. In the VHDL-AMS simulation results only one “small step” 

occurred during every big step. The complex Spectre simulation code models “random 

behavior” of the ADC better than the written VHDL-AMS code, which can result in this 

kind of small deviation between the two models. The accuracy of the VHDL-AMS 

simulation is still found to be reasonable.  
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Figure 7-12:   Radiation test case #2 for the 8-bit ADC,  irradiation until 700krad with 0V 

DC input during irradiation.  Results obtained from Smash VHDL-AMS simulator.  

 

 

Figure 7-13: VHDL-AMS simulation results for the second test case on the full 8-bit 

ADC. 
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Figure 7-13 shows some internal curves to the ADC for the TID simulation case of 

Figure 7-12. The first curve is the input of the ADC, staying at 2V during the irradiation 

and then ramping from 300mV to 2V. The second curve is the output showing the 

resulted TID effects. BUS_IN is the actual digital ADC output (which is input for the 

ideal DAC used at the output). RAD_ON shows the signal used to start and stop the 

irradiation. 

  

The accuracy comparison for these two irradiation test cases were compared with a 

procedure called “missing code check”. So many missing codes resulted in these two 

tests that linearity is not considered the best performance metric to validate the 

differences in the TID simulation results between Spectre and VHDL-AMS. In “missing 

code check” not only the total number of missing codes are evaluated, but also the exact 

placement of these missing codes in the output is compared with the two simulation 

methods. This comparison reveals any differences in the TID effect simulation results 

very effectively.  

 

In the test case with 0 V bias during irradiation, The VHDL-AMS simulation results 

showed 92 missing codes. For the same conditions, the Spectre simulation results showed  

the same 92 missing codes, which occurred in the same locations, and also five more 

missing codes. So the results were equal within 5.2%. In the 2.5V irradiation bias case 

109 missing codes occurred in the same locations for both of the simulation methods, but 

now, VHDL-AMS run resulted in 8 additional missing codes. Thus, there is a 7.3% 
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difference in the results.  As a conclusion, a 7% maximum error in TID simulation results 

for a complex 2000 transistor mixed signal system is more than satisfactory. 

 

The simulation times for the 2.5 V and 0.0 V Spectre TID irradiation tests up to 700 krad 

were 139.1 and 143.7 hours respectively, while roughly 20 hours of engineering work 

was required in both cases for model placement and data handling. VHDL-AMS 

simulation for the same test cases took 9 min. 22 seconds and 9 min. 26 seconds, 

respectevily. Thus, in this case the VHDL-AMS method was only 180 - 190 times faster 

than the Spectre method, remembering that the laptop Athlon processor is considered five 

time faster in circuit simulations than the Cadence running RISC processor Sun system. 

The sudden decrease in simulation time savings is due to the analog multiplexer 

component that is a part of the 8-bit ADC and was not part of the 4-bit converter. 

Simulating an 256-to-16 analog MUX, modeled with a structural VHDL-AMS 

description in which conversion laws are maintained in all circuit nodes, is considerably 

more time taking than simulating fully behavioral models. This was proven by replacing 

the MUX with fully behavioral digital-to-analog converter and sub-tractor models, which 

perform the same function than the sub-ranging MUX. In this case the simulation time 

for the full 8-bit converter dropped to 33 seconds for a full input ramp simulation. 
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7.4  Applications for the Simulation method 

 

Possible applications for the developed TID simulation methods were discussed in 

chapter 4. Commercial, military and scientific applications were mentioned. The tool 

could be used for radiation hardness verification through simulation for different types of 

microelectronic circuits. The tool could also decrease the time-to-market for products that 

must operate in harsh radiation environments. 

 

Another interesting possibility is to use the method in finding worst case test bias 

conditions for a large system. 

 

Standard test procedures have been developed for total ionizing dose hardness assurance 

qualification for microelectronics, e.g. the U.S. test guideline MIL-STD-833, Method 

1019 and the European test guideline BS 22900 [Sh07]. In the MIL-STD-833, Method 

1019 test procedure the tested electronics are irradiated with a cobalt-60 gamma ray 

source to specified dose levels and room temperature electrical testing is done after each 

irradiation step. The procedure states clearly that it is expected that the devices are biased 

in worst case bias conditions during the test, in order to induce the worst case radiation 

damage to the device [Sh07]. Knowing the worst case bias conditions for a standalone 

device, a transistor for example, is often straight forward. But, detailed knowledge about 

the worst case bias conditions for full circuits and large systems is very rarely available. 

Even the top testing groups many times have to rely on a pure guess about the worst case 
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test bias conditions for a system under test [Be07]. This is an important problem to be 

addressed, since the system-level total dose effects can be very dependent on the bias 

conditions during irradiation, as predicted by the simulation results shown previously in 

this study.  

 

It is not practical to try to test the samples under all the possible bias conditions in the 

chamber in order to cover the worst case. Considering the vast number of ways a 

complex mixed signal system, such as an ADC can be biased, this procedure would 

quickly become very costly and time consuming, and too many test samples would be 

needed. Computer simulation can be used in help to find the suitable test bias. As shown 

before, the SPICE-based methods are quite time consuming for large circuits. The 

developed VHDL-AMS based behavioral simulation method is very suitable for this task, 

since it is fast, easy to use and accurate. Great variation of possible bias conditions and 

operations modes can be covered with this method in a relatively short period of time. 

 

A test procedure, somewhat similar to the mentioned MIL-STD-833, was constructed in 

the SMASH VHDL-AMS environment using the simulation methods described in this 

dissertation. The test circuit used was the above-mentioned commercial 8-bit ADC. By 

studying the structure of this circuit, it was noticed that the MSB sub-converter controls 

the TID response of the whole circuit. A test which validates differential non-linearity 

(DNL) for the MSB sub-converter can be used to find worst-case bias conditions for TID 

testing for this particular ADC.  
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The converter was irradiated in steps of 100 krad(Si) to a TID value of 1Mrad(Si) in this 

test. Three different input bias conditions were investigated, a 10Hz rail-to-rail sine wave, 

2.5V DC bias (i.e. the full VDD), and a 0V DC bias. These three conditions might not be 

enough to find the ultimate worst-case condition, but they are sufficient in showing how 

different the results can be when different bias conditions are used, and thus validating 

the importance of this problem. After each 100 krad irradiation step an electrical 

measurement was done, such as in the MIL-STD-833 procedure. The electrical testing 

consisted of applying an input ramp that covers the full allowed input signal range for the 

converter and saving the resulted ADC output. The ramp histogram method [Che00] was 

then used to find values for DNL. The obtained values for the maximum (positive) and 

the minimum (negative) values of DNL for every radiation step and input bias are listed 

in Table 7-1.  

 

Table 7-2:  DNL results for different test bias conditions and dose values. 

DNL(max)  [LSB] DNL(min)  [LSB] 
Dose [krad(Si)] sine 2.5V 0V sine 2.5V 0V 

0 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 

100 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 

200 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 

300 -0.015 -0.176 -0.015 -0.015 -0.176 -0.015 

400 -0.015 -0.176 -0.174 -0.015 -0.176 -0.174 

500 -0.176 -0.176 -0.174 -0.176 -0.176 -0.174 

600 -0.176 -0.853 0.032 -0.176 -0.853 0.032 

700 -0.176 -0.853 -0.853 -0.176 -0.853 -0.853 

800 -0.176 -1 -0.853 -0.176 -1 -0.853 

900 -0.176 -1 -0.853 -0.176 -1 -0.853 

1000 -1 -1 -0.853 -1 -1 -0.853 
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The maximum absolute value of DNL vs. TID level is drawn in Figure 7-14 for the three 

bias conditions. The requirements for linearity of the converter state that the absolute 

value of DNL should stay below 0.5 least significant bits (LSB). This limit that assures 

good linearity is shown for 8-bit, 6-bit and 4-bit conversion accuracy in Figure 7-14. It 

can be seen in Figure 7-14 that 2.5V DC bias is the worst case bias condition since the 

converter goes out of linearity specs for 8-bit and 6-bit accuracy between 200 and 300 

krad(Si), and out of 4-bit accuracy between 400 and 500 krad for this condition. When 

biased with a sine wave the converter maintains 8-bit accuracy until 400 krad and 4-bit 

accuracy until 900 krad(Si) according to the results. This outcome would have been 

almost impossible to guess without the help of this method. The simulation times were 

very fast, only a couple of seconds for the combined radiation effect simulation and 

electrical measurement for every irradiation step.  
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Figure 7-14:  Maximum absolute values for the data converter DNL obtained in a TID 

irradiation test simulation on VHDL-AMS. 

 

 

The outcome of this test simulation is very helpful for a test engineer. The simulation 

results can be used to determine total dose hardness of the data converter. If hardness 

assurance qualification is not considered reliable enough based on just computer 

simulation, the test engineer still gets valuable information about worst-case bias 

conditions for an actual irradiation chamber test. 
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8 CONCLUSION  

 

 

 
8.1        Summary 

 

In this dissertation a novel simulation method suitable for total ionizing dose radiation 

effect simulation on large mixed signal circuits was developed. The method is based on 

combining SPICE model simulations and VHDL-AMS behavioral model simulations in a 

hierarchical fashion. A 4-bit flash ADC total dose effect simulation was 4,400 times 

faster with this new simulation method compared to a “conventional” method where the 

simulated circuit and the used TID models are fully implemented in SPICE.  The 

difference in TID effect simulation accuracy was measured by comparing results 

obtained for the converter DNL and INL after two different irradiation simulation tests. 

The highest difference in these results were 0.17 LSB, or 25% between the two methods.  

 

In another similar simulation experiment a commercial 8-bit sub-ranging ADC was 

irradiation tested with the above-mentioned two methods. In this test a large number of 

missing codes resulted and DNL and INL were not considered the right parameters to be 

used for the accuracy comparison. Instead, the amount and exact code number of the 

missing codes were compared.  In these experiments the highest difference in 

determining the exact amount and occurrence code of the missing codes was 7.3%, which 

is satisfactory. The VHDL-AMS method was 180 – 190 times faster in this case. The 

decrease of the simulation speed compared to the 4bit ADC model is due to the fact that 
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in the 8-bit model the analog parts of the converter were modeled more accurately. This 

result tells us that it is the analog modeling portion of the mixed-signal behavioral 

modeling that dominates the overall simulation time.  

 

The VHDL-AMS TID simulation method was also found to have other benefits over 

SPICE based simulation than decrease in simulation time. With the new method a single 

continuous simulation can cover the entire pre-irradiation, irradiation and post-irradiation 

operation periods. Bias-dependent total dose effects can be simulated because the node 

voltages are monitored constantly and the radiation degradation is updated based on this 

information. Hence an entire life cycle (i.e. incremental dose as a function of time) of a 

complex mixed signal circuit can be simulated while subjecting it to a realistic use 

scenario (i.e. the degradation of the circuit responds to the use scenario). The software 

user can watch on the screen during an irradiation test how the TID effects start taking 

effect in different parts of the circuit.  

 

 

8.2          Recommendations for future work 

 

More actual TID testing on transistor-level is needed in order to make models that are 

more accurate than the ones discussed in this dissertation. The testing should be done for 

bias conditions that are present in transistors in mixed-signal circuits, i.e. the transistor 

terminals can be biased with a range of DC voltage values or with AC signals with 
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different frequencies. The annealing of the radiation effects in different temperatures 

should be tested as well and included in the models. VHDL-AMS is very suitable for 

including models from multiple physical domains into one comprehensive model, as 

discussed in this dissertation. In this case the domains would be electrical, thermal and 

radiative. Dose-rate dependency of the radiation effects is another phenomenon not 

considered in this work but could very well be added to the models. 

 

The simulation results for the full system should be compared to actual TID chamber test 

results, not just simulation results obtained with other methods. This would be the ideal 

way to test the correctness of the system-level VHDL-AMS models. 

 

“Worst-case bias evaluation for complex circuits before a TID chamber test” discussed in 

the section 7.4 is an interesting application for the developed simulation method, and 

should be further investigated. It looks like there is currently a great demand for this type 

of application in commercial, scientific and military sectors.  

 

Not just TID, but other type of radiation effects can be modeled with VHDL-AMS. The 

authors are doing some work on creating specific layout rules for high dose rate 

conditions for military applications. Effects, such as rail span collapse and dose-rate 

burn-out, are modeled with VHDL-AMS in that particular work. 
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The method can be used for other physical effects as well. For hot carrier effects, for 

example, the method and models would be very similar to the ones shown in this 

dissertation. The transistor-level leakage current models would just be replaced with 

threshold voltage shift models. 
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